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Fleet Intelligence For Government Vehicles

VEHICLE & ASSET TRACKING SOLUTIONS
We have tracking devices for all your needs:
ELight & Heavy Duty Vehicles

EAlternative Vehicles

EHours of Service (HOS)

EPowered & Non-Powered Assets

GPS Insight provides government fleet managers with simplified,
yet powerful GPS Telematics that works with any type of vehicle.
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PRESIDENT‘S MESSAGE
The perfect way to give back to our profession
Ronald J. Calkins, P.E., PWLF
APWA President

Editor’s Note: As has become tradition, each new APWA President is interviewed
by the APWA Reporter at the beginning of each presidential term. In this manner,
presidential plans are laid out, hopes revealed and observations noted.
First, some background on President Ronald J. Calkins, P.E., PWLF, Director of Public
Works (retired), City of Ventura, California. Calkins served as the Director of Public
Works for the City of Ventura for 17 years. His previous work experience includes City
Engineer for the City of Ventura; Assistant Public Works Director/Chief Engineer for
the City of Santa Barbara, Calif.; and Principal Engineer, Senior Engineer, Associate
Engineer and Assistant Engineer for the Ventura Regional Sanitation District.
In addition to serving as APWA President-Elect for the past year, Calkins served the
Board of Directors as Region VIII Director and chaired the Finance Committee for two
years. He is a former member of APWA’s State and Local Advocacy Task Force and
the Body of Knowledge Task Force, and is a former Chapter Delegate for the Ventura
County Chapter. He co-founded the Ventura County Branch of APWA’s Southern
California Chapter in 1982, which then became the Ventura County Chapter in 1995.
Calkins is a former trustee for the American Academy of Environmental Engineers and
Scientists. He was named one of APWA’s Top Ten Public Works Leaders of the Year
in 2008.
Calkins’ father, Myron Calkins, served as APWA National President in 1970-71,
making Myron and Ron Calkins the only father/son presidential combination in the
history of our association.

H

ow did you get into public
works? My journey into
public works was not part of
some plan, but rather something that
evolved. I liked math and science but
wasn’t sure what to major in when I
enrolled at the University of Missouri.
I guess I chose Civil Engineering, not
because I had some desire for that
profession, but because both my father
and grandfather were Civil Engineers,
and at least I had some idea what it
would be like.
Of the various disciplines in Civil
Engineering, I was most drawn to
water resources and environmental
engineering. After college, I decided
that working for an agency that
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owned and operated facilities was
worth trying, since I had worked for a
consulting firm during college. After
eleven years working for a sanitation
district operating and maintaining
wastewater treatment plants and
sanitary landfills, I decided a change
was in order. I was fortunate to be
hired by the City of Santa Barbara,
California, to be their Chief Engineer/
Assistant Public Works Director.
Working for a city greatly broadened
my exposure to public works, and
my appreciation and love for the
profession really took hold.
What are some of the changes
that you have seen in public
works? Three things come to mind.
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First, increasingly stringent regulations
make it more tedious and difficult
to get things done. Second, the use
of technology has tremendously
increased our efficiency. And third,
dealing with dwindling resources
has become a major challenge. The
ability to obtain necessary funding
to maintain our communities and
infrastructure keeps getting more
difficult.
What do you see as the critical
issues today for public works
professionals? Obtaining
adequate funding to take care of our
communities and our infrastructure is a
real problem. All community members
use the services we provide every day,
and when there is an emergency, we
are the first ones to arrive and the last
ones to leave. Yet, the lack of public
awareness about public works, and the
critical nature of our services, fails to be
recognized, especially at budget time
when we compete with police and fire
departments for scarce revenues.

calling in any profession, than to share
one’s knowledge and to help the next
generation of leaders.

Another major issue is the presence
of stronger regulatory hurdles, which
affect our ability to deliver projects
quickly and cost-effectively. And of
course, the ability to attract talented
individuals to join our profession
continues to be a challenge.

I also experienced great satisfaction
developing teamwork and a sense of
camaraderie in our department among
the various sections and divisions, as
well as with other departments. This
collaboration maximized the impact of
our resources towards creating a better
community.

What are some of your major
accomplishments? I have received
great satisfaction in delivering
major public works projects, from
rehabilitating a historic city hall,
to rebuilding the Ventura pier, to
water and wastewater treatment
plant upgrades and creation of new
community parks.

You’ve been very active in
APWA over the years at both
the national and chapter levels.
What are some of the highlights
of your involvement with APWA?
Clearly my involvement with the
national Board of Directors, as
President-Elect and now as President,
is truly rewarding. Yet helping to
create the Ventura County Branch
of the Southern California Chapter
thirty-some years ago, has been even
more satisfying. Being a part of, and
watching, our branch evolve into its

Yet what I really consider my greatest
accomplishment has been encouraging
and mentoring others to further their
careers in public works. Approximately
fifteen people who have worked
for me have gone on to become
public works directors in various
communities. I am very proud of their
accomplishments. There is no greater
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by promoting professional excellence and public awareness through
education, advocacy and the exchange of knowledge.
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own chapter in the nineties was huge.
Watching the local enthusiasm grow
for APWA has been very rewarding,
and I still get the biggest benefit and
enjoyment out of being involved at the
local level.
Your father, Myron Calkins, was
APWA President in 1970-71. This
is the first time that there has
been a father/son presidential
combo in the history of our
organization. How does it feel
to be following in your father’s
footsteps as APWA President?
Actually it feels very surreal. I have
fond memories of Dad accepting the
presidency in Dallas at the national
APWA conference. My mother
arranged for me and my brother and
sister to arrive for the occasion without
Dad’s knowledge. It never crossed my
mind that someday I would be active
in APWA. My involvement was born
at the branch level because there

was a need for stronger professional
interaction in Ventura County.
That effort really paid tremendous
dividends. I never really thought about
being involved beyond our chapter,
and then I volunteered for one national
committee, then another. One thing
led to another, and the next thing I
knew I was serving as Chapter Delegate
and then Region VIII Director.
Dad passed away five years ago. At the
time, I was on the national Board, and
he said, “You need to be President – I
think you’d make a good President,”
and I said, “Dad, I just don’t see it
happening.” That was only five years
ago, so it was not something that I
envisioned happening until just a
couple of years ago. I regret telling him
that it wasn’t going to happen.
Who have been your mentors
and who inspires you? There
are too many to name them all, but

LOWER COMPLIANCE COSTS

Closed & Remote Sites
Rugged-Reliable-Free Power
Any angle to horizontal

800-469-4887
blackhawkco.com
mbertane@blackhawkco.com
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the ones that stand out include my
Dad; Dave Johnson, who was Public
Works Director in Santa Barbara; and
Shelley Jones, who was Public Works
Director in Ventura. Shelley is the one
who encouraged me to help start the
Ventura County Branch and then hired
me as City Engineer four years later.
They were all great mentors, but when
I think about who inspires me—the
folks that have worked for me and
developed skills to go from journey
level employees to supervisors, to
managers and go on to be public works
directors in other communities—those
are the people who really inspire me.
What is the greatest benefit you
see in being a member of APWA?
Whenever I’ve been involved in
APWA at the branch or chapter level,
or on a committee at the national
level, it has allowed me to focus on
our profession without the clutter or
frustration of day-to-day issues. It was
a short reprieve in getting away from
the in-box for a while to really think
about and work on our profession, as it
should be.
As I evolved through my career, the
benefits evolved as well. As a young
professional it was the opportunity to
learn and to advance my education in
public works. And then I realized how
valuable the contacts were. Meeting
other public works professionals
allowed me to learn how they were
doing things, and the assistance I
received from them was invaluable.
During the last five or ten years,
I’ve come to realize that APWA is
the perfect way to give back to our
profession. We have outstanding
scholarship, internship and mentoring
programs. All of us want to give back
to our profession. APWA at the branch,
chapter and national levels, is the
perfect vehicle to give back and help
strengthen our profession for the
future.

NOW OPEN!

Submission Deadline:
September 16, 2016

CALL FOR

ORLANDO, FL

PRESENTATIONS

Submission Deadline:
September 30, 2016

HAVE A GREAT SOLUTION TO SHARE?
Help your colleagues meet the challenges in their
communities by presenting your solution at one of
the above great public works conferences.

www.apwa.net/conferences/cfp

WASHINGTON INSIGHT
The formation of the House Public Works and
Infrastructure Caucus
Andrea Eales
Director of Government Affairs
American Public Works Association
Washington, D.C.

D

“

Though the caucus

is officially a U.S. House
of Representatives entity,
APWA played a large
role in encouraging its

”

formation.

uring the APWA National
Public Works Week
Transportation Roundtable
held on Capitol Hill this past May, it
was announced that the U.S. House
of Representatives had officially
established a “Public Works and
Infrastructure” Caucus (PW & I). The
bipartisan caucus was sponsored and
is co-chaired by Representatives Ryan
Costello (R-PA) and Dina Titus (D-NV).
Though the caucus is officially a U.S.
House of Representatives entity, APWA
played a large role in encouraging its
formation.
The idea to approach Members of
Congress about launching a PW & I
caucus began with discussions amongst
APWA Government Affairs staff and
the Government Affairs Committee
(GAC). The primary goal for the caucus
is to bring attention in Congress to the
myriad of public works issues and the
need for increased investment in our
country’s vast infrastructure. Further,
the PW & I caucus provides APWA
with a great opportunity to serve as
an expert resource as well as to raise
APWA’s profile on Capitol Hill.
In addition to the APWA staff, and the
GAC, one particular APWA member
played a key role in finding the first cochair for the caucus. Mr. Charlie Jones,
who is from Central Pennsylvania
and works in Congressman Costello’s
district, visited D.C. for a day this
past February specifically to learn
more about APWA’s advocacy efforts
and to meet with members of the
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PA congressional delegation on
Capitol Hill. During the meeting with
Congressman Costello, the idea of
establishing a PW & I caucus was raised
and the Congressman immediately
took to the idea and agreed to make it
happen. This story truly demonstrates
how one APWA member’s efforts for
advocacy can have a big impact.
Once Congressman Costello was on
board, APWA’s Government Affairs
staff immediately went to work, in
conjunction with the Congressman’s
staff, to identify and reach out to
a Democrat member who would
be interested in being a co-chair
for the caucus. When approached,
Congresswoman Titus was enthusiastic
about serving as the PW & I caucus cochair.
As Representative Titus remarked upon
establishment of the PW & I caucus,
“The nation’s economy, health, and
future are put in harm’s way when
we don’t prioritize our infrastructure
projects. We must be active in securing
the funding to advance a bipartisan,
21st-Century agenda that will prepare
our communities for new growth
and keep our workforce strong. This
bipartisan caucus is committed to
ensuring our roadways, runways, and
waterways are safe, secure and ready for
the future.”
Congressman Costello, himself a
former county and municipal official,
also shared his thoughts about why
the PW & I caucus is so important:

When price and reliability are deciding
factors, SDLG is your answer. We offer four
wheel loader models at industry-leading
prices — they’re simple to operate, easy to
maintain, and a perfect fit for your day-today jobs.

SOLID PERFORMANCE

STARTS AT
$104,500.

Plus, our loaders are sold through an
experienced, top-tier dealer network that’s
ready to support you any time you need
them. To find your local dealer, just click
or call.
* Prices are subject to change without notice.
Visit sdlgna.com for details.

844-TRY-SDLG • sdlgna.com
844-879-7354

L938F: 2.5 yd 3 / 171 hp

L948F: 3.0 yd 3 / 171 hp

LG958L: 4.0 yd 3 / 241 hp

LG959: 4.0 yd 3 / 241 hp

$104,500*

$119,500*

$137,500*

$147,500*

“Americans utilize different forms
of public works, including recycling,
drinking water, roads, and sidewalks in
their daily routines, so we must ensure
these services are reliable…”
There are many official caucuses in the
House of Representatives established
to bring attention to everything
from arthritis to tourism to baseball.
Some caucuses are very active and
high-profile, and some caucuses are
in name only. The primary function
of a House caucus is to bring together
legislators wanting to pursue common
legislative objectives. For APWA, the
PW & I caucus will offer increased
opportunity to weigh in on legislation,
host educational briefings for
Congressional members and staff, and
to engage directly with Representatives
who do want to tackle our country’s
infrastructure challenges.

As APWA continues to pursue the
advocacy goal of making APWA the
voice of public works in Washington,
D.C., the PW & I caucus will be an
effective tool. The timing for the
formation of the PW & I caucus will
also prove useful as implementation
of the recently enacted law Fixing
America’s Surface Transportation Act
(Public Law 114-94) moves forward in
the coming years. Moreover, with the
November election on the horizon and
a new President and Congress being
sworn in at the end of January 2017,
there are many ripe opportunities
ahead for APWA to increase education
and advocacy to federal leaders about
public works priorities. APWA’s
Government Affairs team intends to
work with the PW & I caucus as one
of multiple tools for continuing to
develop legislative relationships and

www.apwa.net

for APWA and its members to serve as a
useful resource.
As of the drafting of this article, the
PW & I caucus has 12 members and
counting. APWA members have been
conducting personal outreach to their
U.S. House Representatives, and these
kinds of efforts will be needed even
more in 2017. Great opportunities lie
ahead for APWA’s advocacy program
and the leadership of APWA’s Board,
members, and staff will be essential. If
you have not already, please reach out
to your U.S. Representative to make
sure they join the PW & I caucus. There
is nothing more effective than hearing
directly from a constituent. Should
you need additional information or
assistance, please contact Andrea Eales
at aeales@apwa.net or (202) 218-6730.
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TECHNICAL COMMITTEE NEWS
Fleet Services Committee: Working to address the needs
and concerns of public works fleet professionals
Teresa Hon
Professional Development Program Manager
American Public Works Association
Kansas City, Missouri

D

o you have childhood

opportunities, have access to industry

happening in other agencies, read

memories of you or your dad

research and expand the scope of

the top articles from Government

working on the family car in

professionals for networking. APWA

Fleet Magazine, as well as networking

the driveway or garage? Unless you

will continue to provide first-hand

virtually with other fleet professionals.

currently have advanced technician

expertise using our subject matter

Looking for someone who has

training that’s a thing of the past—

experts. These agreements will enable

experience using a specific piece of

along with leaded gasoline for pennies

us to also serve as a clearinghouse of

equipment? Wondering if your shop

a gallon, riding in the back of a pickup

information available.

rates are comparable to like agencies?

and holding children on your lap.

Need advice for an equipment

Today’s fleet technician is far different

As part of the Fleet Services

specification? These and more can

from the guy at the corner Mom

Committee’s commitment to provide

be posed to the Fleet infoNOW

and Pop service station of decades

quality training and educational

Community.

ago. Advances in technology have

opportunities, members were

made many things easier but has

instrumental in planning and

At the invitation of the Solid Waste

also complicated the job of a fleet

conducting APWA’s first-ever “Fleet

Management Committee, Fleet

professional. The list of certifications

Workshop: Challenges and Solutions

Services Committee members will

and specialty training certificates a

for Public Fleet Managers.” Held

be contributing to a spring Click,

technician can obtain reads like a

for a full day during last month’s

Listen & Learn program on getting the

jumbled alphabet: CPFP, ASE, EVT,

Public Works Expo (PWX), topics

right candidates for open leadership

EIFS, EGSA, HDT to name just a few.

ranged from top ten performance

positions. It will also focus on training

measures to replacement funding.

and incentive programs being used

Like it or not, public works is facing a

You can find an article in this issue

for staff development. Combining the

workforce issue in all disciplines within

highlighting information from one of

experiences of the two committees,

our industry. Assisting our agencies

the presentations addressing the fleet

plus the Leadership and Management

in identifying ways to find and retain

manager and technician shortage.

Committee members, this program

qualified fleet technicians has been

Throughout the year APWA will be

should identify successful efforts

at the forefront of the Fleet Services

posting select presentations from PWX

already in use with other agencies.

Committee’s work this year. Just as

on the APWA Members’ Library. Be sure

fleet managers need to think outside

to check the library on a regular basis

A number of opportunities exist for

the box, so does APWA. This past year

for new information.

individuals eager to contribute to the

APWA signed collaborative agreements

profession. In the past, special projects

with Government Fleet Magazine

If you couldn’t attend PWX, how do

have been undertaken by short-term

(GFM) and the Municipal Equipment

you find out more about the latest and

task forces. Recently, the committee

Maintenance Association (MEMA).

cutting-edge technologies? Subscribe

members and other volunteers have

In addition to GFM and MEMA’s

to APWA Connect and specifically,

been working on reviewing and

support of the Certified Public Fleet

the Fleet infoNOW Community.

updating APWA’s fleet manual. As the

Professional (CPFP) credential, in the

Monitored by the committee members

work continues, we would welcome

future APWA members will be able to

and other fleet professionals, infoNOW

the contributions of individuals who

take advantage of additional training

is a quick way to find out what’s

are interested in becoming involved
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with this project, developing new
educational programs or serving as
authors of new programs. Simply
contact a committee member or their
staff liaison.
Your APWA Fleet Services Committee
is continually working to address the
needs and concerns of public works
fleet professionals. Please feel free to
contact any one of them with ideas,
concerns or suggestions. Members
serving on the committee are Chair
Sam Lamerato, CPFP (retired, MI);
Jeffrey Tews, CPFP (City of Milwaukee,
WI); J.D. Schulte, CPFP (City of Moline,
IL); and Lloyd Brierley (City of Toronto,
ON). These individuals are joined by
two new members: Kevin Schlangen,
CPFP, CAFM, CEM (Dakota County,
Rosemount, MN) and Darryl Syler (City
of Dublin, OH). Mary Joyce Ivers, CPFP
(City of Ventura, CA) serves as the AtLarge Director and board liaison to the
committee.
Teresa Hon is a 16-year veteran of the
Kansas City APWA staff. She is the staff
liaison to the Fleet Services and Emergency
Management Committees as well as the
staff contact for the PAVER™ pavement
management software. She can be reached
at (816) 595-5224 or thon@apwa.net.

Order Custom Bulk
Editorial Reprints

Now that you
have been
featured in the
APWA Reporter,
why not leverage
this opportunity
to promote
your products or service with
custom reprints?
Call our reprint partner at
(866) 879-9144 for details.
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Trackless Vehicles Ltd. is pleased to
announce the release of our new model.
The MT7 municipal tractor.
The MT7 includes all the features of it’s
predecessor, the MT6, plus over forty
new features and design improvements.
A Tier 4 final J o h n D e e r e e n g i n e
complimented by state of the art
hydraulic systems, electronics and on
board self diagnostics to name just a few.
For further information or to ar
a range a
demonstration, please contact us at the
number below or through our website.
51 9 - 6 8 8 - 0 3 7 0

•

www.tracklessvehicles.com
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Flail Mower, Boom Flail Mower

Leaf Loader with Truck Chute

6',10' & 14' Rotary Finishing Mowers

Power Angle Sweeper & Pickup Sweeper

Aerator, Spraying Systems

Front End Loader, Stump Grinder

Snow Blowers (Standard or High-Output Ribbon)

Asphalt & Concrete Cold Planers

Angle Plows, V-Plows, 5 Position Folding V-Plow

Line & Stencil Painting

Front, Rear & Tow Behind Spreaders

Infrared Asphalt Heater & 45KW Generator

Chapter Membership Achievement Award Winners

T

he American Public Works Association is proud to announce the winners of the 2016 Chapter Membership
Achievement Award. The Chapter Membership Achievement Award encourages membership growth by honoring
the chapters showing the largest percentage of net increase in membership, compared to others of similar size. Every
APWA chapter in good standing is eligible for consideration.
Congratulations to the 2016 winners:

Chapter Size Division
(based upon qty of
members as of June 30,
2015)
100 members or less
101-200 members
201-300 members
301-500 members
501-850 members
More than 850 members

Award-Winning Chapter
Hawaii
North Dakota
New York
Alberta
Ohio
North Carolina

Net Membership Increase
from July 1, 2015 - June 30,
2016
17.81%
15.18%
9.38%
29.27%
3.14%
5.88%

All six chapters received a $500 award which can be used to provide more education and professional development
opportunities for members. The chapters received a framed recognition certificate and patch for their chapter banner during
the Awards Ceremony at PWX in Minneapolis.

Planning discussions with Kentucky Chapter/branch leaders

APWA Kentucky Chapter and branch leaders gather for chapter capacity planning discussions with APWA National staff in Lexington.
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BECAUSE SUSTAINABILITY IS A PRIORITY

DRIVABILITY MATTERS

“When I bike to work or around town, I am getting exercise and
reducing my impact on the environment. At work, I analyze the
environmental impact of infrastructure, including roadways.
Asphalt pavements are 100% recyclable and can be produced with
energy-saving warm-mix technologies. That makes asphalt the
sustainable choice, whether you are on two, four, or even 18 wheels.
That matters.”
-Lianna Miller | Engineer | Commuter

SUSTAINABILITY
It’s just one of the ways asphalt delivers drivability.
L E A R N M O R E AT
D R I V E A S P H A LT. O R G

SMOOTHNESS

NOISE

SAFETY

SUSTAINABILITY

CONSTRUCTION

The Asphalt Pavement Alliance is a partnership of the Asphalt Institute, National Asphalt Pavement Association, and the State Asphalt Pavement Associations.

CPII Certification: Take a strong look at what
APWA can offer you and go for it
David Bruce, CPII
Senior Public Works Inspector
City of Visalia, California

I

spent the first 20 years of my
public works career as a Civil
Engineering Draftsperson. When
I started out as a Draftsperson I started
as a Board Draftsperson in 1985.
Within the next six years I transitioned
into becoming a Computer Assisted
Draftsperson. In those six years I
learned about surveying and designs
of subdivisions. Another four years
of land development involving the
drafting of sewer, water and storm
drain plans continued to lay the
groundwork. The next 10 years
working
onPARKS
waterNplans
andx 4.75
outfall
Pub Name:
REC 4.75

structures for a civil engineering firm
specializing in the water industry
allowed for more groundwork for my
current position. I’m currently in the
middle of my 11th year with the City
of Visalia (The Jewel of the Central
Valley). For those of you keeping score,
that’s 31 years of dealing with public
works issues on both the public and
private side.
As I started with the City of Visalia I
was hired as Senior CAD Operator, but
after eight months I stepped out of the
box and took a chance. That chance

Keeping Dog Friendly Areas Cleaner Since 1994
Providing Aesthetically Pleasing Commercial Duty Products

Junior Bag Dispenser

Header Pak Dispenser
1002HP-4

1002-2

Pet Station
1003-L

Poly Pet Station
1010

Header Pak
Poly Junior Bag Dispenser

1402HP

Roll Bags
1402

1007-2

All Dispensers & Trash Receptacles Include FREE Standard Preloaded
SMART Litter Pick Up Bags™ & SMART Liner Trash Bags™.
Hardware & Specification/Instruction Sheets Included.

DOGIPOT.com

800.364.7681

Ask about the all inclusive DOGIPOT DOGVALETS®.

DOGIPOT_0035_PARK&REC_4.75x4.75.indd 1
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was as a Public Works Inspector for
the City. This move was one I never
saw myself making; however, this
was the best choice I could have ever
made. After a few years of gaining
more experience, my supervisor at
the time suggested I look at getting
certified. So we looked at what was
available and found that APWA offered
a certification for becoming a Certified
Public Infrastructure Inspector.
This certification was going to offer
legitimacy to our job as a Public Works
Inspector.
So with the support of my supervisor
(Norm Goldstrom), another inspector
and I signed up to take the computerbased exam offered through APWA. In
my quest to obtain my certification,
I should share that I didn’t pass
the exam the first time. It seems
that I needed to answer seven more
questions correctly. Well, so much
for not studying very much! By the
way, the other inspector who took the
exam at the same time needed one
more question correctly. I believe this
was the only time he took the exam.
However, I decided that I would try
again. I studied more for the second
exam and improved; however, I still
needed three more correct answers. I
felt like Charlie Brown on Halloween
night and all I got was a rock. Well,
the third time, as they say, is a charm.
So with a lot more studying and a few
calls to contractors to make sure I was
informed with the right stuff, the third
exam turned out to not be a charm
either. I had gotten another rock! I
still needed those three more correct

answers. So now two years had passed
since that first exam. I decided to take
the exam once again; however, this
time I took a three-part study webinar
provided by APWA. This was very
helpful as I passed the fourth time that
I took the exam. In finally passing and
obtaining my certification, I found that
I had used both new information and
past experiences to successfully pass
the exam.

program that offers the credentials
to the title of Public Works Inspector
that APWA does with Certified Public
Infrastructure Inspector.

take a strong look at what APWA
can offer you and go for it. The only
limitations that are put on you are the
ones we put upon ourselves.

So if you feel like this is your career
choice or you decide to step out of your
comfort zone and challenge yourself,

David Bruce can be reached at (559) 2806988 or david.bruce@visalia.city.

To be honest it wasn’t until my third
try at the exam and not succeeding,
that I buckled down and really studied.
The exam has been put together to be
very comprehensive and encompass
the wide variety of construction
practices throughout the United
States—anything from a parking lot
with how much asphalt material is
needed, to proper concrete pouring
techniques on a bridge deck in Detroit
in November. To take this broadbased exam I would not recommend
following in my footsteps. Take the
reading list and break down your
strengths and weaknesses. Then
concentrate on the subjects that you
are least familiar with and you need the
most help.
I feel that the hurdle of overcoming
the failures I had in passing and
obtaining certification has led me
to become a better Senior Public
Works Inspector for my employer. In
becoming certified, I believe that I
have helped my community with the
City of Visalia having the distinction
of having a CPII on staff. I also should
state that at 53 I’m choosing to further
my education through APWA’s Donald
C. Stone Center and I’m enrolled in
the Public Works Supervisors program.
I didn’t take the road most traveled
and move into the engineering field
right out of high school. I took the
scenic route! This has offered me such
a hands-on education and given me
so much versatility in the engineering
field. I cannot think of any other
www.apwa.net
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Public Works: Service to all
AbdulRasak Yahaya, Staff Engineer, City of Gardner, Kansas, and Chair, APWA Diversity
Committee; Caroline E. Barlow, P.E., Associate Civil Engineer, City of Seattle, Washington,
and member, APWA Diversity Committee

T

here is no secret that America

of how our communities come

must be the change you wish to see in

has been dealing with tough

together in moments of crisis. We

the world.”

racial and social injustices in

must now challenge ourselves one

the recent months. In the words of

step further and sustain a movement

APWA’s Diversity Committee is actively

Martin Luther King, Jr., “Injustice

of justice and inclusiveness. We urge

dedicated to improving and building

anywhere is a threat to justice

our fellow members to deeply reflect

our public works community. We stand

everywhere.” As an organization,

on how we can live up to APWA’s

by the mission of our organization,

we are not above these serious issues

mission statement and provide our

but more than anything we want

hurting our country today. In no way,

communities with the ability to have a

the members of our communities to

shape or form do we condone within

higher and sustainable quality of life.

communicate with, learn from and

APWA racial or social injustice! More

grow respect for one another. One

than ever APWA needs to stand by

Safety is at the foundation of every

definition of communities by Merriam-

our mission statement and strive “…to

public works project and protecting

Webster dictionary is, “an interacting

develop and support the people, agencies,

lives is a core responsibility bestowed

population of various kinds of individuals

and organizations that plan, build,

on our members. Whether we are

in a common location.” America is our

maintain, and improve our communities.

building safe highways and bridges,

common location and APWA gives

Working together, APWA and its

providing clean drinking water,

every community the ability not only

membership contribute to a higher and

collecting and properly disposing

to interact together but the chance to

sustainable quality of life.”

of wastewater and solid waste, or

truly strive and succeed together!

providing other critical infrastructure
APWA’s Diversity Committee builds

that supports our community,

AbdulRasak Yahaya can be reached

upon our mission and encourages

protecting the public is our priority

at (913) 856-0920 or ayahaya@

agencies and members to create

no matter race, creed, gender or

gardnerkansas.gov; Caroline Barlow can

work environments that value

socioeconomic status. In this period

be reached at (206) 386-9872 or Caroline.

the differences in individuals and

of time where lives are being lost in

Barlow@seattle.gov.

practice inclusiveness to improve

our country due to racial and social

the communities we live in. As an

injustice, let us be an inspiration! In

organization, we are always so proud

the words of Mahatma Gandhi, “You

“We all live with the objective of being happy; our lives
are all different and yet the same.”
– Anne Frank (1929-1945), Holocaust victim
and famous diarist
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GET YOUR PUBLIC
FLEET CERTIFICATION
IN 2016!

APWA is proud to be working in alliance with
to provide the best certification
for public works fleet professionals!

It’s Your Time. Get Certified.
For more information visit: apwa.net/certification

Recognize Your Leaders
Nominator’s Name: James D. Armstrong
Candidate’s Name: Melvin L. Garrett
Candidate’s Title: Assistant Director, Fleet Operations
Candidate’s Agency/Organization: Charleston County Government
Candidate’s City/State: Charleston, South Carolina

H

ow long has the candidate
been involved in the public
works industry?

articulate their needs to procuring the
right equipment/vehicle to perform
their mission.

25 years

How long has the candidate worked
in their current position?
25 years

Please describe the reason that the
candidate is being considered for
recognition.
Mr. Garrett’s extensive technical
expertise and reputation among fleet
maintenance, equipment retailers
and sales associates has earned him
the reputation and respect as a fleet
professional due to his uncanny
ability to manage and succeed in an
increasingly challenging field.

Melvin L. Garrett

How was the candidate’s leadership
ideas/actions brought to the
forefront?
Mr. Garrett’s determination to
seek cost-effective equipment/
vehicle solutions through continual
specification and performance research
analysis. He is out-in-front of all new
equipment developments.

Who did the candidate work with to
help bring this idea/action forward?
Mr. Garrett works extensively with
his customers, factory and sales
representatives to carefully understand
customers’ requirements and be able to
16
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Did the candidate experience
any challenges when trying to
implement this?
Yes, there are always the continual
advancements in technology and
computer diagnostics. Mr. Garrett has
consistently emphasized staff skills
education and certification. In the first
18 months of the program, 90% of
his technicians achieved the coveted
Automotive Service Excellence (ASE)
certification. Additionally, Charleston
County Fleet is the first government
fleet in South Carolina to be certified
by the Government Fleet Management
Alliance (GFMA) and is certified by
the National Institute of Automotive
Service Excellence (ASE) as an ASE Blue
Seal of Excellence Certified Shop.

Are there steps/processes that,
when looking back, the candidate
could have done differently to
make this idea/action even more
successful (lessons learned)?
Maintain daily emphasis on skills
development and supervisory
mentoring.

E-mail submissions to bstein@
apwa.net

EDUCATION CALENDAR
For more information about these programs or to register online, visit www2.apwa.net/Events.
Program information will be updated as it becomes available.
Questions? Call the Professional Development Department at 1-800-848-APWA.

2016
September 19-22

CSM, CPII and CPFP Certification Exams (computer-based testing)

November 14-17

CSM, CPII and CPFP Certification Exams (computer-based testing)

January 9-12

CSM, CPII and CPFP Certification Exams (computer-based testing)

March 13-16

CSM, CPII and CPFP Certification Exams (computer-based testing)

2017

April 23-26
2017 North American Snow Conference, Iowa Events Center,
				 Des Moines, IA
May 1-4

CSM, CPII and CPFP Certification Exams (computer-based testing)

July 17-20

CSM, CPII and CPFP Certification Exams (computer-based testing)

August 27-30

2017 PWX, Orange County Convention Center, Orlando, FL

September 25-28

CSM, CPII and CPFP Certification Exams (computer-based testing)

November 6-10

CSM, CPII and CPFP Certification Exams (computer-based testing)

= Click, Listen & Learn program (Free to Members)
EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

= Live Conference (Paid Registration)
= Certification Exam
= Web-based training
APWA members may access past Click, Listen & Learn programs from the Members’ Library at no cost.
Programs can be streamed to your computer via the link found in the library.
If you have expertise that you would like to share, please use the online Call for Presentations form to
describe your expertise and perspective on the topic. www.apwa.net/callforpresentations/
The 2017 computer-based testing schedule for the APWA certification programs has been added to the
APWA Certification website. Testing blocks for 2017 have been scheduled for January, March, May, July,
September and November. The full exam schedule along with all applicable deadlines can be viewed
at http://www.apwa.net/credentialing/certification. APWA’s certification programs provide a strong
benefit to the public works industry and ultimately to our communities by providing recognized hiring
and promotion standards that will lead to an improved workforce and improved delivery of services.
Current program candidates who have not yet scheduled their exams are encouraged to take advantage
of one of the remaining exam dates in 2016 or one of the new exam dates in 2017. Individuals who are
interested in exploring the possibility of participating in one of APWA’s certification programs can find
more information on each of the programs at http://www.apwa.net/credentialing/certification.
www.apwa.net
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STRENGTH
DURABILITY
DEPENDABILITY
RELIABILITY
TOUGHNESS
QUALITY
EXPERIENCE

BUILD CONFIDENTLY
Concrete Pipe from Oldcastle Precast is engineered to perform under the most
challenging job site conditions - meeting or exceeding ASTM C-76, ASTM C-443,
AASHTO M170, and APWA specifications.

Call the pipe specialists at Oldcastle Precast to learn more about improving your
next project with concrete.

(888) 965-3227

www.oldcastleprecast.com

IMAGINATION TO INNOVATION
Bee Electric
Andrew C. Lemer, Ph.D., Senior Program Officer, the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering,
and Medicine, Washington, D.C.; Chair, APWA Engineering & Technology Committee
Dennis Gabor, awarded the 1971 Nobel Prize in Physics for his discoveries underpinning the development of holography, once wrote,
“The future cannot be predicted, but futures can be invented.” Imagination to Innovation is a periodic look at new technology and
scientific discovery that we could be using to invent the future of public works.

M

ost of us have had an
experience with static
electricity and not thought
much about it. Pull off your sweater
on a mid-winter day and feel strands
of your hair stand away from your
head. Shuffle across the carpet and feel
a shock when you touch a door knob
(or delight to the spark and squeal of
surprise when you touch a finger to
your unsuspecting sibling’s ear!).
We are typically unaware of the
buildup of electrical charge, but
researchers are finding that other
animals seem to be able to detect
electrical fields and make use of them.
Sharks, for example, have sensory
organs in their snouts that can detect
extremely small voltages—by one
estimate equivalent to being able to
spot a static-charged child’s balloon
from a distance of four miles! Some
scientists hypothesize that detection
of the minute electrical potential
difference associated with blood in
sea water may account for sharks’
attraction to wounded creatures and
ensuing feeding frenzy.
But sharks are not alone. Researchers
have found that bumblebees can
sense the electrical charge on flowers,
and that this sense plays a role in
pollination. Flying insects of all sorts
build up a positive charge; this has
been known for decades. The charge
attracts pollen particles, which stick to
the insect by electrostatic attraction.
20
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But more remarkably, scientists
studying the effect found that flowers
develop distinct patterns of charge over
their surface, and that bumblebees can
learn to tell the difference between
charged and uncharged artificial
flowers. Bumblebees, it appears,
may be able to recognize types of
flowers by electrical charge as well as
visual pattern. In addition, because
the positive charge on a bee’s body
cancels out some of a flower’s negative
charge—an effect that lasts for a
minute or two—the scientists surmise
that a bee may also be able to tell
whether a flower has recently been
visited by another bee.
The researchers so far have not
identified conclusively how the bees
detect electric fields, but evidence so far
suggests that the insect’s antennae and
tiny hairs covering the head and body
play a leading role. The bee may sense
that the hairs and antennae move in
response to changes in charge (just as
we might feel our own hair “stand on
end” when a static-charged balloon
is brought close to us). If proven, this
means that bees, unlike sharks, have no
specialized field-detection organ and
simply go by feel.
Linking bumblebees’ electrical talents
to public works may seem like, well,
a flight of fancy, but consider the
problem of stray voltage and the
growing interest in using remote
sensing to map and manage ancillary

/
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public works assets such as signs
and poles. Recruiting bees into
detection and reporting service may
be farfetched (although researchers
have begun to tag insects with tiny
radio transmitters), but understanding
how bees use electrical charge to go
about their business could lead to
development of faster, more sensitive,
and less expensive sensing and
monitoring devices.
May the force bee with us!
Andrew Lemer, Ph.D., is currently a
Senior Program Officer with the National
Academy of Sciences of the United States
of America. In addition to technical papers
and articles for the Reporter, he writes
occasionally on civil infrastructure and
human settlement at www.andrewlemer.
com.

Follow Us!
Pictures, videos, resources –
you name the public works
topic, and you can be sure
it’s being talked about on
social media. Join in on the
conversation, and make sure
you’re not missing out! Follow
APWA on Twitter, Facebook,
Instagram and YouTube.

THE PUBLIC FLEET
PROFESSIONAL’S
CONFERENCE

BROUGHT TO YOU BY

Mark your calendar for next year!

June 12-15, 2017

GFX08-0908.16

Henry B. Gonzalez Convention Center
San Antonio, TX
For more information,
visit www.GovFleetExpo.com
or call (800) 576-8788.

OPEN YOUR WINTER TOOLBOX
Part 6: Variable application rates
Wilfrid Nixon, Ph.D., P.E., PWLF
Vice President, Science and the Environment
Salt Institute, Alexandria, Virginia
Member, APWA Winter Maintenance Subcommittee

J

ust as no area of the country
has exactly the same sort of
weather as some other place, so
too no winter storm is exactly like any
other. This is obvious. The question
then arises as to how we should vary
our winter maintenance activities
to account for differences in winter
storms. And in particular, and the focus
of this month’s toolbox, how should
we vary our salt application rates for
different storms?
The chemistry of salt tells us that
temperature is going to impact the rate
at which salt can melt snow and ice
significantly. Specifically, the colder
it gets, the longer it will take salt to go
into solution and do the melting that
it needs to do. That suggests that if we
are dealing with a cold storm, we might
need to use more salt than if we are
dealing with a storm where pavement
temperatures are close to freezing.
Let me add a quick reminder here that
we do not worry about air temperature
nearly as much as we focus on
pavement temperature. The reason that
we use salt is to prevent the formation
of a bond between the snow and ice

and the pavement. The temperature
at which the salt will be working is
therefore the pavement temperature,
not the air temperature.
In addition to considering pavement
temperature, we also have to consider
how quickly the salt we place on the
road will dilute out and refreeze. The
more precipitation that is falling, or
the wetter the precipitation is, the
more quickly dilution will occur. So, if
we are dealing with a freezing rain we
will likely need more salt than if we are
dealing with a gentle snow (all other
things being equal).
Third, the longer we leave the salt on
the road before we make a follow-on
application, the more likely it is that
the salt will dilute out. Another way
of thinking of this is that the longer
the cycle time is on a given route (i.e.,
how long it will be after the plow
goes by a given spot before that plow
or another one passes the same spot
again), the more salt we will need to
apply to ensure that the bond between
snow and pavement is prevented from
freezing.

These three factors allow us to say
that the amount of salt we should
apply to the road depends on the
pavement temperature, the amount
of precipitation, and the cycle time
of the route that we are considering.
To be sure, other factors (the level of
traffic, for example) may influence how
much material we need under certain
circumstances, but for the most part,
these three parameters can be used to
determine how much salt we should
apply during winter maintenance.
It is fair to say, however, that many
agencies do not vary their application
rates to account for these differences.
Often, the application rate on a route
is determined by logistics—as in “I can
get round the route twice before I need
to refill if I apply salt at 300 lbs per lane
mile.” That is nice, but if the storm
only needs 100 lbs a lane mile, or if it
needs 400 lbs a lane mile, it is a long
way from optimal.
A number of agencies have of course
recognized this, and have taken steps to
implement variable application rates.
Table 1 shows the variable application
rates used by the Iowa Department

“The dialogue about sustainability is about a change in the human
trajectory that will require us to rethink old assumptions and engage the
large questions of the human condition that some presume to have been
solved once and for all.”
– David W. Orr, The Last Refuge, 2004
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Table 1: The Iowa DOT Variable Salt Application Rate Chart

of Transportation (and adopted by a
number of other agencies too). The
table was developed by operators
(not, you will be pleased to hear, by
professors in a lab!) and is placed in
each truck in their fleet.
There are a few things to notice about
this chart. First of all, it is clearly
labeled “Guidelines.” The operator in
the plow truck is where the salt hits
the road and she or he can of course
adjust application rates to deal with
particular circumstances. That said, it
is important for supervisors to work
with the frontline operators to ensure

that they either follow the guidelines
or have good justification for deviating
from them. Put another way, just
putting the guidelines in the truck does
not achieve much!
The next thing to note is that the
chart includes all three factors we
had discussed above: pavement
temperature, cycle time, and
precipitation type. They only include
two cycle times in this chart (two
hours and three hours) because that
represents the cycle times used by the
Iowa DOT. If your agency has different
cycle times, you will need to adjust
www.apwa.net

/

your own charts (should you decide to
use one!) accordingly.
A third thing to note is that the
application rates are for pre-wetted salt.
Many agencies will not use salt unless it
is pre-wet, either through pre-treating
the stockpile (sometimes termed
treated salt) or through applying liquid
from tanks on the truck (either at the
auger or at the spinner). The reason for
this is very simple. If you put down salt
dry, it will bounce and scatter so much
that about 30% of it is immediately
lost off the road. The salt in the ditch
does nothing to make the road safe. If
September 2016
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23.3% professional grade salt brine everytime!
Continuous production - up to 9,600 GPH
Blend brine with up to 4 additives and 3 micro ingredients
100% automation, repeatability & self cleaning
Reduce annual salt use by up to 30%

Not a NJPA Member? No problem!

Join today at:
www.njpacoop.org/national-cooperative-contract-solutions/join-njpa/
There’s no cost, no obligation and no liability.
NJPA is a public corporation or agency serving as a municipal contracting agency.

you pre-wet (typically rates would be
about 10 gallons a ton, although some
agencies are having great results using
higher rates) then you lose a great deal
less salt (about 4%) through bounce
and scatter, and because you have wet
the salt, it starts working much more
quickly than dry salt would.
You may also note that while there
are six pavement temperature ranges
given, there are no application rates
presented for pavement temperatures
below 15° F. There is a very good reason
for that. While salt will still go into
solution and melt snow and ice at
temperatures below 15° F it does so very
slowly, so much so that it is likely it will
be plowed off the road before it has had
time to work. So, when the pavement
temperature is below 15° F, you should
be very careful about applying salt,
because it may just be wasted.
24
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Call today or visit us online:
PHONE:

(800) 359-4970

The final thing to note about the
chart is that the application rates
may be significantly lower than what
you are using in your own agency.
This is because the chart reflects a
maintenance program based on antiicing, that is preventing a bond from
ever forming between the pavement
and the snow or ice. This is an
extremely effective technique, which
requires pre-treatment of the highway
before a storm begins, typically with
a liquid. Experience shows that if you
follow an anti-icing strategy, you can
achieve the same or better levels of
service, while using substantially less
salt (Minnesota DOT estimated that
anti-icing requires about a quarter of
the salt that a more reactive deicing
approach needs).
As a final thought on this, it is clearly
not enough to have a chart like the one

/
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FAX:

(563) 927-2521

www.HendersonProducts.com
shown here in your plow truck cabs.
In addition, you are going to need to
calibrate your trucks, so you know
what you are actually applying to the
road. You will need to have some sort
of pavement temperature measuring
device (more on this in a future
toolbox). You may need better spreader
units than you have right now, because
the ability to vary application rates
from 50 lbs a lane mile to above 500
lbs a lane mile is not always possible
with really old technology. But most
important, you will need to explain
to your operators why they are using
these variable application rates, and
then work with them to make sure the
rates stick!
Wilfrid Nixon can be reached at (703)
549-4648 or wilf@saltinstitute.org.

MARK YOUR CALENDAR!

Imagining Tomorrow

INTERNATIONAL IDEA EXCHANGE
Dynamic discoveries in the other Down Under:
A Jennings Randolph International study tour
to Auckland, New Zealand
Bruce L. Kaplan, AICP, CTP
Manager, Transportation Systems Analysis Group
Boston Region Metropolitan Planning Organization, Boston, Massachusetts
2016 Jennings Randolph Fellow

I

recently spent time amidst the
extinct volcanic cones and
spectacular harbors of Auckland,
New Zealand, attending a conference
and performing a field study for the
Jennings Randolph International
Fellowship program. The active volcanic
field underneath Auckland isn’t the
only dynamic thing in this surprising
region. Auckland has recently
positioned itself to be a major Pacific
Rim city and has grown rapidly in terms

of population, employment, and college
enrollment. Downtown Auckland
and its historic waterfront has been
revitalized and redeveloped as citizens,
jobs, construction, and services have
returned to the city core to create an
extremely desirable district. Enrollment
at Auckland’s universities has soared
due to an influx of international
students. Not surprisingly, these
new developments have caused the
average price of a dwelling to approach

Britomart Intermodal Terminal. Start of City Rail Link construction in front of Britomart.
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nearly $700,000. Boston faces similar
phenomena and challenges with its
downtown and waterfront; hence my
study trip was a firsthand investigation
of Auckland’s successful rejuvenation
strategies and experiences.
This past decade has been an exciting
one for Auckland transportation.
Transit ridership has skyrocketed
following: the opening of Auckland
Transport’s Northern Busway;

the upgrade and electrification of
Auckland’s commuter rail system;
and the success of the redeveloped
Britomart intermodal terminal,
which heralded the return of quality
commuter rail service and transit
oriented waterfront development
to downtown. Auckland’s Northern
Busway has already reached capacity,
with ridership demand having
outpaced the present usage of doubledecker vehicles. The Auckland CBD’s
Central Motorway Junction, linking
together many parts of the city, was
finally completed, and construction
is underway on the Western Ring
Route, which will provide a new
highway connection between northern
and southern Auckland. Auckland
Transport is currently engaged in a
multi-billion project, the City Rail
Link (CRL), which by adding new
underground commuter rail stations
and tracks in downtown Auckland
will drastically improve service and
accessibility for the entire region. The
city’s bus system is about to undergo a
transformative service reconfiguration.
In 2010, Auckland moved to a regional
system of government when its
Regional Council and its seven city
and district councils consolidated
into the Auckland Council. The first
comprehensive regional planning
document to be produced by this
government, the Unitary Plan, is
due out this year. Although such a
merger has paved the way for better
regional planning in Auckland, it
has not eliminated the dynamic
tension between local and national
transportation planning priorities. For
example, the national government is
focused on upgrading and improving
the country’s overburdened roadway
network, which resembles the preWorld War II U.S. highway system;
most intercity facilities quaintly
consist of two lanes and often traverse
single lane bridges. Yet urban areas,
such as Auckland, Christchurch, and

Wellington, seek ways to improve
conditions and plan for future demand
without necessarily adding roadway
capacity, such as major investing in
non-motorized modes and transit. Still
in the planning stages for Auckland are
a second harbor crossing, new viaducts,
and potential light rail transit and bus
rapid transit service.

Transportation and housing are very
much on people’s minds in Auckland
since its population, approximately
one-third of the country’s total, is
projected to grow by 50% (roughly
700,000) in the next thirty years.
Two major policy announcements
were made during my brief fortnight
stay. For the first time, the Transport
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Minister officially came out in favor of
roadway tolling in Auckland as a way
of raising revenue while managing
traffic demand and promoting
alternative transport modes. Second,
the New Zealand Transport Agency
publicly decided against extending the
commuter rail network to Auckland
International Airport, meaning that
other proposed alternative airport
access plans, such as light rail transit
and bus rapid transit, will be the ones
chosen.
Several unique factors made Auckland’s
waterfront redevelopment easier
than Boston’s experience. Decisionmaking, planning, and coordination
in both design and construction were
simplified because the redeveloped
property had a single owner—the
Auckland Port Authority. Furthermore,
this entity then bid out entire
developable districts to a single
developer, who was chosen to be
responsible for masterplanning and
retaining the design integrity of each
district. This isn’t the case in Boston
where contracts and development
occur in piecemeal fashion. Also, the
catalyzing factor to Auckland’s major
waterfront redevelopment was the
hosting of major international sporting

events. The Viaduct District, a former
commercial harbor, was redeveloped
for the 2000 America’s Cup and the
Wynyard Quarter was opened in time
for the Rugby World Cup in 2011.

Lessons Learned
Two seemingly unique concepts
employed in New Zealand public
works planning left a deep impression
upon me: future-proofing and the
importance of non-cost value.
Before Auckland’s commuter rail
lines were upgraded and ultimately
electrified, decisions were made to
accommodate further expansion.
Not only was enough land acquired
for immediately double-tracking
the corridors shared by freight and
passenger rail, but where possible,
enough right-of-way was acquired for
emergency and maintenance sidings
as well as for the future construction
of additional operational tracks,
including potential exclusive freight
tracks. Although electrification was
not in the initial plan, enough land
was procured for its possibility, which
did become an eventuality. Once it
was undertaken, the project team
chose to construct overhead catenary
masts spanning the entire right-of-

Catenary masts spanning the entire right-of-way
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way, from which all overhead electric
system wires could be suspended, as
opposed to less expensive catenary
masts on either side of the rightof-way, which support overhead
electric catenary wires for only the
individual tracks beneath them. Not
only does the former configuration
endure better during high winds and
inclement weather, translating to lower
repair costs, but more importantly it
offers the possibility for inexpensive
system expansion. Instead of having
to construct new catenary masts for
any additional tracks, all that will
be needed will be additional wiring.
This seemingly costly upfront mast
expenditure, in the long run, will
cost considerably less than any future
catenary mast construction needed for
new track electrification. Such forward
thinking planning produces greater
savings.
I was pleasantly surprised at the
importance New Zealand agencies
place on factors besides cost (i.e.,
the bottom line) when making
project decisions. In fact, the title
of the winning Hynds paper of the
year presentation at the IPWEA-NZ
conference was “Is Cheap Real Value?”
Even 30% was mooted as being too
high a weight for cost consideration in
evaluative decisions. Project decisions
usually rank future-proofing, potential
for repair and expansion, community
acceptance, design, quality, and
equity, much higher than “the bottom
line.” Reputation, track record, prior
performance, and quality of work are
far more important than cost in the
selection of contractors, developers,
and operators. In fact, specific firms
are sought out for projects based on
their past work. As one person told me,
“Making the right choice may seem
costly but it usually ends up being a
lot less inexpensive in the end, not
to mention that better service and a
higher quality product is delivered.”

APWA Donald C. Stone Center

for Leadership Excellence in Public Works

DCS

Donald C. Stone Center

Now Accepting Applicants for the
Leadership & Management Career Path
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·
·
·
·

Become a more effective public works leader
Strengthen your public works job skills
Access the important public works training you need
Gain credentials that demonstrate your public works knowledge

The most comprehensive education, training and professional development in public works.

Visit www.APWA.net/DCS and get started today!
Application deadline is October 14, 2016.
Both of these concepts differ from
business as usual here in the U.S. We
like to say we plan and build with
far-ranging foresight, but valueengineering and other concerns
often cause the elimination of “nonessential” and “luxurious” elements.
Much handwringing then occurs
down the road when we have to pay
considerably more to retrofit the new
structure to the desired original good
designs and ensure its success. We
certainly can learn much from our Kiwi
counterparts regarding prioritizing
non-cost values and future-proofing.
I would like to offer my deep thanks
and appreciation to APWA, IPWEANZ, and the Jennings Randolph
International Fellowship program for
this opportunity. I would also like to
thank Auckland Transport, Auckland
Council, Panuku Development
Auckland, KiwiRail, and members

of the Auckland Urban Design Panel
for being so generous with their time
and for sharing their experience and
knowledge with me.

Bruce Kaplan can be reached at (857) 7023665 or bkaplan@ctps.org.

Bruce Kaplan speaking at the IPWEA Conference
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Fleet customer service
Jon Crull, CPFP
Retired
Daytona Beach, Florida
Member, APWA Fleet Services Committee

A

n area not mentioned very

with the user department to keep

area but just make sure you survey

often is customer care

them abreast of a time frame. It may

businesses in your area as to their labor

and satisfaction in a fleet

even entail renting or even borrowing

rate, parts markup, etc., and review

environment. As the Fleet Manager

from other entities a similar piece of

your costs on a regular basis. The point

it is your responsibility to make sure

equipment.

I want to make here is that most other

your department/division is beyond

departments work under a general

reproach in customer satisfaction

There are many ways to measure

fund scenario and have no idea how

because fleet affects each and every

customer service including surveys,

an internal service fund works. Take

department/division in your entity.

face-to-face meetings, phone or e-mail

the time to explain to them not only

Everyone from the City/County

conversations, etc. I am a proponent

how it works but lay out your total cost

Manager down to the person that

of all methods available. If you do a

of operation and show them how the

operates any type machinery is affected

survey do it with the individual user,

labor rate, parts markup, fuel markup,

by your operation. This means you

i.e., the police officer that brings their

etc. all play into your charges.

have to answer to technically everyone

vehicle in for a problem. It is always

in your entity to provide them with

difficult to get people to fill out surveys

Just remember above all that everyone

premier service…at the very least a

so if they do make sure you review and

is there for one common goal and

daunting task. So how do you achieve

acknowledge each one and use them

that is to keep their equipment

this unenviable task without tearing

as tool to improve your operation.

running in a safe and cost-effective

your hair out?

If you do a suggestion box (not very

manner. They have their job to do

effective) again take the time to thank

and you have yours. Transparency is

First of all you need to write a policy

and acknowledge the time and effort

paramount along with open lines of

statement and procedures on how to

they took to make that suggestion.

communication—this is so important

resolve and solve any issues related

My personal method is to ask each

in achieving customer satisfaction.

to customer service. Departments

department/division to provide a

have different needs but all need

liaison and meet with them on a

You absolutely cannot please everyone

their vehicles/equipment repaired/

regular basis. Usually once a month is

all the time but if they know you are

maintained in a safe, timely and

sufficient, but if there is a serious issue

trying your best and are willing to sit

cost-effective manner. Again, the

make them feel free to contact you

down and resolve any and all issues,

handling of their equipment needs to

immediately upon the discovery of a

your customer service rating will be

be documented from the time it hits

problem.

high.

it is completed and ready for pickup. If

Another issue that is probably the most

Jon Crull can be reached at (386) 671-

it is going to be down for an extended

common is the cost of taking their

8680 or joncrull@att.net.

period of time (for whatever reason) it

equipment to your operation (either

is imperative that the user department

perceived or real) so you have to make

be notified immediately, and if it is a

sure you are competitive with the

critical piece of equipment then work

private sector—that is a whole other

your door until they are notified that
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GPS/AVL is not just used while plowing snow
Mark Ray, P.E.
Public Works Director
City of Crystal, Minnesota
Member, APWA Emergency Management Committee

T

he use of Global Positioning
System (GPS) and Automatic
Vehicle Location (AVL) is
increasing in public works departments
across the country. Generally, these
technologies are primarily used
during snowplow operations for route
completion and material application
information; however, GPS/AVL
technology has many benefits beyond
snow removal, including providing
useful information during emergency
situations.
When a disaster happens, one of the
most common questions asked by
the general public and emergency
responders, including public works,
is whether roads are open or not.
Reports on blocked roads can come in
from a variety of sources at different
times. The larger an event is, the
higher the number of calls and damage
information there is to manage. Near
the start of an incident it is common
for blocked road locations to be
scribbled down on a piece of paper and
handed out for crews to check and clear
as soon as possible. Public works crews
are known for getting the job done
regardless of circumstances and this is
especially true when roads need to be
open for emergency services and for
the public. It is with this “get it done”
mindset that they take their list of
problem locations and immediately get
to work on checking them off the list.
At the end of the event, when staff is
asked to document or provide updates
on what they did, the entire operation
can blend together and specific details
32
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on location, time, or other pertinent
factors may be lost. The original
notepaper with problem locations may
have been lost, destroyed, or thrown
away.
Another challenge with storm cleanup
is that multiple people can be reporting
the same problem. Not only is the
incident management team trying to
make sure all the problem locations are
addressed, they are also dealing with
the fact that the same problems could
be reported multiple times in different
ways or delayed in reporting. The end
result is that crews may clear a road,
but then other staff or the same crew
may have to be redeployed to the same
location to check it.
The benefit GPS/AVL can potentially
provide in these situations is if the
debris-removing crews have at least one
vehicle equipped with the technology,
the equipment location history can be
accessed to see if crews have already
been through an area. At the most
basic level, this use of GPS/AVL can
help reduce confusion on what roads
have and have not been cleared. But
the benefits of GPS/AVL do not end
there.
After a storm event, the GPS/AVL can
also be used to help retell the story of
how crews responded and potentially
provide some opportunities for lessons
learned. Because location information
is also generally time stamped, if more
specific information is needed about a
situation or location, crews can watch

/
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the GPS/AVL log of the movements
to help refresh their memory of
the sequence of events. Historical
information can also be helpful if
trying to match photo information
with a location. This is even easier if
the photo is time stamped as well as the
GPS/AVL data.
Should a storm be large enough where
FEMA documentation is needed, the
GPS/AVL system can be referenced
to help gather information on what
equipment was used, where, and for
what purpose. Documenting actions
such as number of trips hauling debris,
hours in use, or miles traveled, can be
beneficial from the use of GPS/AVL.
Other potential uses of GPS/AVL
include staff accountability during
emergencies. For example, if there is
an evacuation at a public works facility
(fire, bomb threat, etc.) or a weather
event, the GPS information can be used
as a backup source if employees can’t
be communicated with for whatever
reason. Another use is the GPS can
locate employees not responding to
normal communications (for example,
because they are wearing hearing
protection).
When selecting a potential GPS/AVL
system, here are some questions to ask:
How often does the unit collect
data on the vehicle location? Some
systems collect information based
on a fixed time interval while others
collect data based on additional vehicle

movement factors such as distance
traveled or angle turned.
What is the primary use of the
information? In the example of
snow removal operations, if it is desired
to know vehicle information by city
block (or a shorter distance), then a
time-based data collection may not
meet that requirement because the
equipment could travel more than
one block in the sampling time. The
flip side of that is that if a frequent
sampling rate is desired, then it is
important to understand the potential
impact that may have on cost.
What are other potential
benefits? Liability information
for damage claims. Emergency
management and operations.
Driver training or development.
Opportunities for route improvements.
Accounting for staff during
emergencies.

Will this system connect to other
technologies currently deployed?
Some GPS/AVL systems can
communicate and relay information
such as salt and other winter chemical
use from the controllers. However, not
all systems can communicate with
each other, so check to see that the
system being looked at is compatible
with equipment already in the fleet.
How is the data information
accessed? Some information can be
web-based while others may require
local network support.
How often does the GPS/AVL
information need to refresh? This
is one of the most important questions
to ask. GPS/AVL systems upload their
data either using a cellular connection
or a WiFi connection. Cellular systems
tend to work almost anywhere while
crews are out in the field. WiFi systems
require that the equipment be near
a WiFi antenna that is compatible

with the GPS/AVL equipment. Some
agencies may only have one antenna in
the public works shop so information
from the equipment is only uploaded
when the equipment is at the shop.
If real-time data and updates are
desired, then make sure there is an
understanding of what additional
infrastructure is required (such as WiFi
antennas) to provide the desired level
of service.
How much maintenance/support
does the system require? If an
outside vendor or contractor will
provide this service, factoring this cost
into the overall picture is important.
If in-house staff can provide whatever
support is needed, then they need
to have the capability and required
equipment to serve in this role. Also,
time is one of the most important
factors.
Mark Ray can be reached at (763) 5311160 or mark.ray@crystalmn.gov.

The City of Crystal has all the city streets mapped with geofences. When equipment that has GPS/AVL (such as plows) travels along a street, the street
segment changes from red to green. This method can also be used to verify which streets have been checked or cleared of debris as part of a storm response.
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Fleet staffing challenges in today’s job market
Kevin L. Schlangen, CPFP, CAFM, CEM
Fleet Manager, Dakota County, Minnesota
Rosemount, Minnesota
Member, APWA Fleet Services Committee

T

he fleet industry continues
to evolve, and has seen
massive change over the last
10 years. We are flooded with new
technology, regulations, fuel types
and sustainability efforts that have
all become mainstream in repair
shops. These changes, along with the
retirement of Baby Boomers and an
overall lack of new talent entering the
hiring pool, are creating challenges
when trying to staff a fleet department
with technicians, supervisors and
managers.
As a result we tend to fall behind in
updating job descriptions to reflect
the evolving skill sets and minimum
requirements to be effective in the
industry. Often this results in lower pay
grades as we compete with the private
industry for staff. It is important to
update the position descriptions
to reflect the actual job duties and

responsibilities. Expectations of 10
years ago will not match today’s
requirements. This includes minimum
qualifications in education, licenses
and certifications. Today’s equipment
contains systems that didn’t exist 10
years ago and the knowledge, skills
and abilities needed have changed.
Use this information to compare your
team to other government agencies
and the private sector. This will provide
a good picture of what is needed to be
successful.
Even when you do all this work
and end up with a reasonable
compensation package it is difficult to
find the right staff for your team. We
are competing with the private sector.
As government agencies, we can lag
behind what the industry is paying.
The private sector can make changes
faster and adjust pay rates quickly to
attract and retain skilled employees.

Most technicians graduating from
college look at the hourly rate being
offered and jump at the best offer.
Supervisors and managers currently in
the workforce with years of experience
are compensated at a rate higher than
what a government agency is offering.
A great way to find new staff is by
connecting with your local technical
colleges and high schools. Have a
presence at their career fairs and talk
about what a career working for a
municipality could look like. Add
temporary trainee and internship
programs to your fleet team, so you
can “test drive” candidates for possible
new full-time staff possibilities. By
pairing up these younger staff with
experienced technicians you will find
out if they are a good fit for your team.
By making these connections with
the colleges and high schools you are
setting your fleet up as a go-to place for
a future career.
To attract and retain fleet staff we
need to point out what we have to
offer above the hourly rate. These can
include:
• Benefits packages that can include
medical insurance, dental insurance,
disability insurance, retirement
plans above social security and
medical savings plans.
• Historically great job security as the
municipality will not be going out of
business or moving out of state. You
offer steady work all year without
layoffs.

Dakota County Fleet Senior Fleet Technicians working on plow truck
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• Offer flexible work schedules with
paid time off, holiday pay, taking

partial days off, on-call pay and
overtime pay.
• Supply uniforms, promotional
clothing, with municipal logo on
them, and personal protective
equipment like safety shoes at no
charge to employee.
• Supply all the tools for each
technician. No office employee
brings their own computer to work.
No operators bring their own trucks.
Why should a technician supply
their tools? This is a great incentive
as then the technician is able to keep
their tools at home and do side jobs
to help supplement their household
income if they are so inclined.
• Municipal fleets work on everything
from chainsaws to motor graders.
Where else could you find the variety
that we have from law enforcement
vehicles, fire trucks, snowplow
trucks, sedans, pickups, hybrid
systems, alternative fuel systems and
the new technology coming forward
every year? We do welding and
fabrication projects. We do new unit
setups on a wide range of vehicles
and equipment. This variety is
exciting and unique to our industry.

like APWA and paying for
professional certifications like
the CPFP (Certified Public Fleet
Professional). The return on
investment will be huge and well
worth the investment in your staff.
Encourage staff to connect with other
municipal fleets through regular
communication. We are all overloaded
with work priorities. By taking time to
connect we can share ideas and develop
a true team. Staff will learn from others
and connect to the community. This
will keep staff engaged and instill pride
in the work they perform. Extend this
to competing for national awards,
certifications and accreditations.
Celebrate these accomplishments
as these help your group to improve
and help the entire fleet team to take
ownership of your programs.
Attracting, compensating and
retaining fleet technicians, supervisors,

and managers is challenging, especially
in today’s job market. Remember to
create accurate job descriptions with
minimum requirements that have
compensation packages to match the
responsibilities. Stress the benefits
of working for a municipal fleet.
Connect with your local colleges and
high schools to encourage entry into
the fleet profession. Invest in your
current staff to keep them engaged
and to build possible promotional
options. Compete for national awards,
certifications and accreditations as
a way to improve your operations.
Always remember to communicate
the value of professional fleet
management, and demonstrate that
your team is an excellent return on
investment to your user groups, upper
management and elected officials.
Kevin L. Schlangen can be reached at
(952) 891-7910 or kevin.schlangen@
co.dakota.mn.us.

• Offer technical development with
ongoing factory training, in-house
specialized system training and
attendance at fleet conferences and
expos. Show staff that you plan
to invest in them and help them
develop professionally.
• Have a mentoring program so as
new staff is hired, they work with
experienced staff learning and
bonding together as a team. Do this
with the technicians but also for
future supervisors and managers.
This shows your dedication to
existing staff and is a great way to
explore candidates for possible
promotion opportunities.
• Promote professional development,
especially in your supervisors
and managers, by paying for
memberships in fleet organizations
www.apwa.net
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Driverless work trucks and their applications to public works
Samantha Schwartz
Marketing & Business Development Manager
Royal Truck and Equipment
Coopersburg, Pennsylvania

T

he year is 2016. It is officially

industry, but driverless work trucks

the twenty-first century and

are rolling around the corner before

pizza still has calories, Pluto’s

everyone’s eyes, and finally belief is

no longer a planet, and time travel isn’t

sitting passenger.

real (yet). However, the world has not
disappointed completely. There may

They have launched testing of a

not be hover cars in the year 2016, but

driverless semi-truck, and Google’s

one thing was developed—driverless/

self-driving car, but in terms of a truck

connected vehicles.

to protect those who are out on the
highways painting lines, inspecting

TMA truck that has been outfitted with
autonomous vehicle technology
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Rumors and curiosity arise as these

bridges, or installing a traffic signal…

works of innovation have started

where is their truck?

to enter the highway construction
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The Autonomous Truck Mounted

in autonomous truck-mounted

of Transportation’s National Motor

Attenuator (ATMA) truck made its

attenuators, both for their potential

Vehicle Crash Causation Survey, 94

appearance on the scene in August

to reduce risk, and as a way to save

percent of road accidents are caused

2015 when a demonstration of

on labor costs.” As innovative as this

by human error, and it is said that

the driverless truck’s abilities was

whole thing sounds, the world is still

driverless technology will drastically

done for the media in Bethlehem,

asking one question—“Is it safe?”

lower, if not eliminate, this factor.

Pennsylvania. The demonstration took

According to the U.S. Department

the country by storm, and the news of
the invention went viral—instantly.
Within 24 hours there were over one
million retweets, 300,000 Facebook
shares, and countless media outlets,
including NBC, MSN, and CNN that
had picked up the story. The support of
this new invention was staggering, and
the highway construction industry
wanted to know more.
It is already widely known what a TMA
truck is supposed to do—save the lives

2016 PWX EDUCATION SESSIONS
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Recordings of most of the over 150 technical
and leadership presentations are available
via the online conference library.
Full PWX registrants receive FREE access!

of the construction workers in front of
it. This truck has been around for over
a decade, and they are one of the main
reasons (sometimes the only reason)
why both workers in a construction
zone and drivers’ lives are saved. They
reduce damage to structures, vehicles
and motorists, while also absorbing
the colliding vehicles kinetic energy.

MINNEAPOLIS CONVENTION CENTER
AUGUST 28-31, 2016

“If a TMA truck is meant to be struck

www.apwa.net/PWX

by drunk drivers, texters, and oblivious
motorists…then why would anyone
put a man in it waiting to be struck?” It
only makes sense to make this vehicle
autonomous, eliminating the danger
put on the life of the TMA truck driver
inside of it.

$229

Order today and learn from
the top experts in the
public works profession!

A study published this year in the
Journal of the Transportation Research
Board found that TMAs cut work zone
injuries and fatalities from rear-end
crashes in half. One of the study’s
authors, Gerald Ullman of Texas
A&M’s Transportation Institute,
said, “There is considerable interest

TO ORDER:
Call 800-679-3636 or visit www.apwa.digitellinc.com
Daily registrants or those who cannot attend PWX may
purchase library access by visiting the website above.
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Royal Truck & Equipment’s Autonomous TMA (ATMA) view from the driver’s seat—with no driver!

But, driverless does not automatically

roads safer for the people who drive on

and helping increase safety with the

mean there is absolutely no human

them.

removal of human beings from crash

control over the vehicle. The National

barrier trucks.

Highway Traffic Safety Administration

A company in Pennsylvania has

defines different levels of autonomous

invented a level 4 ATMA truck. Royal

As stated, this operation of the ATMA

vehicles. Most of the driverless vehicles

Truck & Equipment, located in

will be conducted in a configuration

already being tested in the market, like

Coopersburg, Pennsylvania, partnered

called leader/follower to replicate real-

Google’s for example, are level 3 which

with Micro Systems Inc. from Fort

world operation. The configuration

means limited self-driving automation.

Walton Beach, Florida, to develop this

includes a human-driven vehicle,

Level 3 allows the driver to take control

driverless technology. Micro Systems

who is the leader, followed by an

of all safety-critical functions under

already supplies unmanned vehicles

unmanned vehicle, who is the follower.

certain conditions, and the driver is

to the military but took a giant leap

The leader vehicle is a human-driven

expected to be available to take back

into the public works industry back in

vehicle that will be outfitted with an

control when needed.

August 2015.

NAV Module that is strapped to the

Level 3 is not where these vehicles are

This ATMA truck is outfitted with

NAV Module contains a GPS receiver,

capped off. Level 4 is a fully self-driving

an electromechanical system and

system computer, digital compass, and

vehicle, requiring no driver control

fully integrated sensor suite that will

a transceiver. It transmits GPS position

other than someone to input the

enable leader/follower capability

data called “eCrumbs” back to the

destination. And to clear the air…yes, a

that allows the ATMA to follow a

follower vehicle, which then uses the

level 4 has been invented, specifically

lead vehicle completely unmanned.

data to follow the exact path and speed

for those public workers who are

The technology is being adapted to

of the leader vehicle at each point

risking their lives every day to make

the roadway construction industry

along the route. The NAV Module can

roof of the vehicle during testing. The
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be easily unstrapped and removed from

if these trucks will actually decrease

outweighs pizza without calories any

one vehicle and installed on another if

human error, one thing is for sure: the

day of the week.

a different leader vehicle is required. To

intention of this invention is to allow

sum it up, it’s the twenty-first century

workers to be taken out of harm’s way,

Samantha Schwartz can be reached

of “Simon Says” but with vehicles and

and be able to go home to their families

at (855) 202-7129 or samantha@

not humans.

at the end of the day. Bottom line is

royaltruckequip.com.

this—the safety of all public workers
Driverless trucks are determined to
make the road safer. About 1 in 10
highway deaths occurs in a crash

TM

involving a large truck, according to
the U.S. Department of Transportation
statistics. Therefore these trucks are
intended to cut down those 3,600
yearly truck accident deaths. And
unlike those texters, drunk drivers and
oblivious motorists, these autonomous
trucks won’t swerve into a work zone
and risk the lives of those public
workers trying to move cones, repaint
lines, repair potholes, and so on.
Safety is a huge aspect for these trucks
but they can also be convenient, save
the time, and save the labor of a public
worker. It no longer takes two separate
people to drive two separate trucks.

LET TYMCO HELP ACHIEVE YOUR
STREET SWEEPING GOALS!
Model 600®
Street Sweeper

Model 600® CNG
Compressed Natural Gas Powered

Model 500x®
High Side Dump

Model 435®
Conventional Truck Package

This means that one worker will be
able to concentrate on operating both
trucks while the second worker can
concentrate on other tasks that require
their skills. In terms of convenience,
more TMAs can be onsite to protect
workers and hold extra supplies; and
now 10 vehicles will only require five
drivers because of the leader/follower
capability.
The road to driverless vehicles is not
a flat one but it’s getting a little less
bumpy. With these level 4 ATMA
trucks already on their way later this
year in Florida for a pilot program,
these innovations are sure to take the
rest of the world by storm shortly.
Although people have their doubts

Because swept is not always clean, call
TYMCO. Our Regenerative Air Sweepers blast
into pavement cracks with up to a 250 mph
controlled jet of air, forcing up even the finest
sand and particulates into a totally enclosed
system — never exhausting dirty air as do
vacuum sweepers. All with only a few moving
parts, reducing maintenance cost and downtime.

1-800-258-9626
www.tymco.com

FROM THE PEOPLE WHO INVENTED REGENERATIVE AIR SWEEPING!
www.apwa.net
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What’s in a name: Telematics, Automatic Vehicle Location,
and Internet of Things?
Lloyd Brierley
General Manager, Fleet Services Division
City of Toronto, Ontario
Member, APWA Fleet Services Committee

M
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any fleet managers are

includes numerous applications such

hearing about or even

as AVL, sensor-based services related

contemplating deploying

to power take-off (PTO), vehicle

telematics. There is ample noise in

idling measurement, automated fuel

the marketplace using buzzwords

authorization, and the list continues.

such as telematics, automatic vehicle

M2M simply refers to the fact that the

location (AVL), machine-to-machine

solution comprises a vehicle-centric

(M2M) and most recently internet

device working with other technology

of things (IoT). So what does all this

components without needing any

mean for management of a diverse

human action. IoT is a relatively new

fleet of vehicles and equipment in a

term and it includes telematics, since

public works environment? To address

the wireless communications take

this question, we need to start with

place using the internet protocol

a brief explanation of telematics.

and often cloud-based Software-as-

Telematics is a catch-all term that

a-Service (SaaS) is used for database

/
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1.866.643.1010 ClearSpan.com/ADAPWA

WE MANUFACTURE • WE INSTALL
WE SAVE YOU MONEY
buildings of 1,000 uses

Fabric Structures
Natural Light & Low Cost Per Sq Ft

Hybrid Buildings
Benefits of Metal & Fabric Buildings

Foundation Solutions
Build Anywhere & Quick Construction

MUNICIPAL SPECIALISTS SIMPLIFY THE BUILDING PROCESS
management and to provide the user
interface.

• Peripheral devices such as hand-

• Reduce vehicle theft and recover

held, visual display terminal,

stolen vehicles faster

navigation, etc.

• Reduce vehicle idling percentage

The telematics solution consists of
the following components which are

Most organizations that have deployed

• Right-size the vehicle fleet

depicted in the diagram on page 40:

telematics can use it for more than one

• Improve vehicle utilization

purpose and commonly achieve the
• Wireless telematics hardware/

• Reduce fuel consumption

following benefits:

firmware in the vehicle—sensor
inputs, connectivity to the vehicle
ECM (Engine Computer Module)
• Wireless communications
• Global Positioning Satellite (GPS)
receiver
• Data server infrastructure often
provided as part of web-hosted
solution
• Online applications and reports for
the telematics user

• Manage outsourced services/
• Safety and Driver Behaviour

contracts, i.e., the required
amount of sand and salt mixture

• Improve driver safety and

is spread, snow has been plowed

behaviour

on time, etc.

• Reduce accidents
• Conduct fact-based post-accident
analysis

• Monitor compliance with
legislative and statutory
requirements

• Vehicle Fleet Management

• Productivity Related

• Automate meter reading capture,

• Track key performance indicators

eliminating the need for manual

(KPIs) and historical trends

entries

www.apwa.net
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• Know the location of a vehicle for
dispatching for a job
• Improve capabilities to respond to
urgent or emergency situations
• Automate and monitor functions

Technology deployment and
sustainment

that processes, including those for
sustainment, are in place.

Device installation means taking
the vehicle out of service which can

An organization considering telematics

impact service levels; therefore, many

should weigh the benefits against the

organizations choose to have the

cost prior to making the decision to

such as circle checks and

installations performed after-hours

proceed. In order to ensure continued

commercial vehicle operation

when the drivers have completed their

benefits and return on investment,

record keeping, by using a

work shift. One common challenge for

some organizations actually purchase

hand-held device connected

more diverse fleets can be connection

data services from the telematics

to telematics via Bluetooth for

and compatibility issues. To address

provider and integrate the telematics-

legislated form completion and

this issue, the telematics suppliers

derived data into their enterprise

electronic record retention.

have different versions of firmware and

performance management systems.

thorough in-vehicle testing will assist

This is used to measure productivity

In order for telematics to be successful

with the identification and resolution

aspects of both employee and

in an organization there are several

of any issues.

organization performance. Often

key success factors that are mandatory

the benefit forecast is used as an

from the planning to deployment and

Sustainment starts with monitoring

enabler for cost-saving targets and

sustainment of this solution.

the functioning of the telematics units,

the organization’s budget is adjusted

including the exception reporting of

accordingly.

Business rationale and requirements

non-working units. Several telematics

The business reasons including cost

solutions available in the marketplace

Implementation and upkeep of the

and benefit analysis and detailed

have flags and exception reports

telematics devices present challenges

requirements need to be documented

available for “non-working” devices.

for the organization, and overcoming

in order to start the telematics

When issues arise, it is important

these challenges requires proactive and

acquisition process. In a public works

to ensure that repair processes and

clear communications, new business

context, the interests of various

personnel are in place.

policy and process creation, combined

divisions must be compiled with a clear

with careful change management.

view of the “must haves” versus the

To maximize value and return

Most importantly, continued vigilance

“nice to haves.”

on investment, it is good practice

is required regarding the state of good

to use the solution for operator

repair for telematics installation and

Stakeholder buy-in

coaching, where the data being

accuracy of telematics-derived data.

It is important to include the key

provided indicates there is a need, or

stakeholders including health and

opportunity. It’s also important to

Lloyd Brierley can be reached at lloyd.

safety, labour relations, IT, HR and, of

deliver positive reinforcement when

brierley@toronto.ca.

course, the user groups in the planning

established criteria are achieved.

process.
In summary, it is important to

Telematics facilitates multiple
benefits if deployed properly with

Data collection, retention, and use
policy

highlight that while telematics

It is imperative to clearly articulate

benefits, these benefits can only be

the type of data being collected, how

achieved through the prerequisite

Several key success factors such as

it will be used and how it will not

of good planning. This includes

stakeholder buy-in, clear business

be used, including the safeguarding

obtaining stakeholder buy-in, detailing

requirements, partnership with the

methods for the data. This needs to be

business requirements and obtaining

telematics provider and sustainment

communicated and maintained within

the appropriate solution to meet

tactics must be addressed in order to

all user groups.

the requirements, while ensuring

achieve the benefits of telematics.
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sustainment tactics in place.

TIRED OF THE HIRING

ROADBLOCKS?
Make the switch to the more powerful, more personal hiring
experience that APWA’s WorkZone job board provides.

Why WorkZone?
• The WorkZone website averages 1.5
million pageviews per year, which means
more visibility for your ad
• Flat-Rate Pricing: $295 member/$395
non-member
• Featured listings and other upgrade
opportunities help your ad stand out and
make an impression
• Complimentary listing in APWA’s weekly
“In the Works” e-newsletter showcases
your job posting to 65,000 public works
professionals
• Searchable database of 2,700+ résumés
helps you find the right fit
• Much more!

Join the thousands of public works professionals
who’ve already chosen the road free of obstacles!

Get started today at apwa.net/WorkZone

Waste collection fleets are “smartening” up: the five
newest smart truck technologies
Don Diego Padilla II
Vice-President
FleetMind Solutions
Belton, Missouri

W

e define “smart trucks”
as those featuring incab onboard computing
devices that connect to other
devices in and around the truck for a
comprehensive view into driver and
truck activity, and that link all this
to the back office in real time. Smart
trucks typically feature a combination
of mobile hardware and software,
and manage a wide range of inputs
from a vehicle’s onboard systems to
provide managers with a bird’s-eye and
immediate view into every vehicle and
element of their daily fleet operations.
Recent advances in mobile computing
and monitoring technologies are
increasingly being employed by fleet
managers who want more visibility
into their operations to run safer,
greener and more responsive waste
collection fleets.

and fuel monitoring, as well as other
devices. They ensure easy and real-time
communications and information
transfer between drivers, vehicles and
the back-office. (See image #1 on page
46.)
2. Mobile DVR. Comprehensive
monitoring requires eyes all around
the truck. New mobile DVR solutions
are now available for tough waste
collection environments, and usually
come with software specifically
designed for residential or commercial
waste management activities. These
can be used in conjunction with the
back-office and dispatch systems
to record live digital video and all
essential recycling fleet management
activities to provide real-time imagery
and recordings for optimal safety and
customer service. (See image #2 on
page 46.)

The Five Newest Technologies
1. Smart Displays. A smart display
is typically a wireless touchscreen
device with built-in WiFi and the
ability to interact directly with the
screen. For waste fleets, the latest smart
displays are mounted in-cab units
that provide unprecedented real-time
information to drivers and dispatchers
about a truck’s load-weight, route
status, service completion, vehicular
telemetry, driver activities and much
more. These smart displays manage a
wide range of inputs from a vehicle’s
onboard systems including cameras,
scales, RFID readers, tire pressure
44
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3. Safety Dashboards. Fleet safety
pertains to drivers, trucks, routes and
the general public. For fleet managers,
being able to monitor all these
activities from a single dashboard—in
real time—is a growing demand. Safety
dashboards are typically web portals
that provide live video feed and picture
views into fleet, driver and collection
services activity. Waste organizations
benefit from an intuitive back-office
view into what’s going on for each
route, truck and driver. With safety
dashboards, fleet managers can track
incidents, alarms, driver scoring, video
streaming and playback. This enables

/
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them to spot costly and unsafe driver
maneuvers, know how their vehicles
are being handled, plot locations of
alarm occurrences, access recorded
incidents, determine which drivers
generated alarms and where, and
replay selected vehicles, surroundings
and driver’s activities—all from one
efficient interface. (See image #3 on
page 46.)
4. Advanced Route Management
Systems. The latest route management
technologies are web portals that
provide management tools for all
collection services activity, billing,
and customer services issues. They add
unprecedented new levels of support
and insight to dispatch operations for
industrial, residential and commercial
waste and recycling collection services,
and for residential cart delivery
and maintenance. (See image #4 on
page 47.)
Together with real-time fleet tracking
and turn-by-turn driver directions
capabilities, route management
systems can now take the guesswork
out of managing routes to make sure
that vehicles actually implement
designated routes to minimize the
distance, amount of fuel used and
amount of time required to complete
assignments. They manage route
optimization, cart inventory, stop
scheduling, customer and driver
incidents, and customer and driver
activity from a single management
system. The result is total visibility

into route progress, greater driver
accountability, better customer service
and vastly improved fuel efficiencies.
5. Advanced Enterprise
Reporting. Smart trucks can now
include enterprise-level reporting via
a web portal that provides operations
and performance statistics by tracking
a waste fleet’s most important key
productivity indicators. Managers gain
total visibility into all information
from a macro company level right
down to the individual driver level.
Smart trucks will typically feed realtime reporting solutions to evaluate
overall operational efficiency for driver
activity, driver performance, driver
scoring, fuel consumption and fleet
performance. Benefits include the
ability to identify and solve problems
more quickly, optimize operations,
anticipate maintenance requirements,
facilitate organizational alignment and
more. (See image #5 on page 47.)

Benefits of Smart Trucks
Responsible Oversight. Program
measurement and management
oversight are critical to municipal waste
organizations. From recycling credit
programs to ﬂeet safety, municipal
waste and recycling managers need
to have a complete view of all ﬂeet,
equipment and driver activity. Smart
trucks track drivers, vehicles, routes,
containers, incentive programs—and
more—to proactively monitor your
performance and activities in real
time. They further integrate multiple
video and audio feeds in real time, and
ensure flexible and easy interfaces with
the vehicle’s control system. It’s like
having a supervisor in every truck.
Shared Services Management. If
your municipality, district or county
shares waste and recycling services

with neighboring communities, a
smart truck solution will track and
verify all services and billing. For any
district or county authority structure,
it will provide all stakeholders with
real-time access to relevant results and
information, including the accurate
calculation of participation and
“set-out” rates, more efﬁcient use of
the truck assets, optimized routing,
and easy management of recycling
incentives.
Safety. Smart trucks provide key
capabilities to make it easier for
municipalities and waste organizations
to implement and monitor ﬂeet safety
initiatives. They provide managers
with real-time visibility into driver
activity and behavior. All departments
have access to centralized ﬂeet safety
data for a completely transparent
representation of a ﬂeet’s safety
performance with a centralized view
of ﬂeet safety data, speed monitoring,
detailed event records, and the ability
to set alarm criteria. Smart trucks
provide key capabilities to make it
easier for managers to implement
and monitor fleet safety initiatives.
By understanding individual driving
habits, managers can better coach
drivers on safer techniques and reward
defensive driving behavior. Managers
can further set alarm criteria to alert
both drivers and managers when safe
driving thresholds have been exceeded.
In the cab, smart displays improve
safety by reducing driver distractions
and optimizing automation.
Additionally, smart displays usually
integrate with up to eight mounted
cameras to enhance safety with a clear
view of potential obstacles.
Sustainability. Green ﬂeets are
focused on reducing fuel consumption,
mileage and exhaust emissions, and
www.apwa.net
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on driving more safely and efﬁciently.
A must for every community! Driver
behavior is fundamental to fleet
sustainability. Even the most fuelefficient vehicles will perform poorly
with an inefficient driver behind the
wheel. Waste fleet managers need the
tools to monitor driver behavior to
influence and educate drivers on more
emissions-friendly driving approaches.
Smart trucks with fleet mapping and
monitoring tools allow fleet managers
to work more proactively with drivers
to ensure and reinforce greener driving
behavior.
Enhanced customer service. Smart
trucks will facilitate faster and more
accurate responses to customer service
issues. Smart displays and mobile
DVRs typically have the ability to track
and photograph any route or pickup
issues, provide photographic evidence
of services if required, and send video
recordings or live camera feeds to the
back office—all in real time. They
will further ensure real-time remote
connectivity between the back office
and each vehicle to facilitate prompt
customer service follow-ups.
Don Diego Padilla is a waste industry
fleet management veteran and VicePresident at FleetMind Solutions, Inc.,
a firm which has developed technology
derived from over 20 years and millions of
dollars invested in developing advanced
ﬂeet solutions speciﬁcally designed
for waste and recycling environments
(www.fleetmind.com). Mr. Padilla has
been published in numerous industry
magazines and is a frequent speaker at
industry forums such as Waste Expo, Fleet
Management Expo and regional municipal
waste management events. He can be
reached at (888) 639-1666 or dpadilla@
fleetmind.com.
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Image #1: Wireless touchscreen devices for easy
and real-time communications and information
transfer between drivers, vehicles and the back
office.

Image #2: Records live digital video of all fleet
activity from multiple vehicle vantage points.

Image #3 (below): Web portals that provide live
video feed and picture views into fleet, driver
and collection services activity.
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Image #4: Web portals that provide management tools for all collection services activity, billing and customer services issues.

Image #5: Real-time reporting that provides operations and performance statistics by tracking a waste fleet’s most important key productivity indicators.
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How predictive analytics can reduce fleet costs and
minimize downtime
Ben Nelson
Strategic Services Manager
Public Works & Utilities
City of Wichita, Kansas

L

ike many of our public works
colleagues, we are challenged
with deteriorating infrastructure
and asset systems. We also share
in the similar struggles of deferred
maintenance and limited budgets. As
a result, we are deploying predictive
analytics modeling to maximize how
we invest our resources.
This approach is being taken with
our street network, public facilities,
and utility infrastructure. But we also
have a sizable fleet system serving
as the backbone of our core service
operations. This is the story of how
those techniques are paying off with
Wichita’s fleet.

What challenges are facing our fleet
operations

also be allowed to erode, in order to
lower future fleet costs.

Our fleet division manages more than
2,300 assets used by City personnel.
As an internal service provider, any
funding allocated to fleet is essentially
taken away from other operations.
Thus, it is important to ensure that
we invest our resources in a way that
minimizes costs and protects service
levels.

However, we challenged ourselves to
find out how much in future costs we
could avoid by employing predictive
analytics to maximize how we spend
our funds. The goal was to reduce
any funding gaps without impacting
equipment and vehicle downtime.

We had a gap of about $88 million
between existing budget levels and fleet
costs over the next 30 years. That gap
could be eliminated by simply adding
funding, but that means reductions in
other operations. Service levels could

Diagram highlighting how the model works by using work order history and setting levels of service
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How predictive analytics were
developed
A Decision Support Tool (DST) was
developed to provide a predictive
analytics model that estimates the
impact of different replacement
strategies. The DST models the total

Will it Stick?
The temperature of the pavement, not the air
temperature, is a key decision factor in
determining if and when snow and ice will freeze
to the pavement. Your eyes can’t see changes in
temperature, and handheld infrared devices are
not suited for the task. Only the Vaisala Surface
Patrol can reliably and accurately measure road
and air temperature as you drive.

To learn more visit us at
www.vaisala.com/roads

www.vaisala.com/roads
cost of maintenance, repairs, and
replacement for the City’s fleet assets.
Its purpose is to define the optimal
replacement and maintenance strategy
that minimizes costs while still
meeting service level expectations.
Modeling total lifecycle costs is at
the heart of the DST. Assets were
categorized into one of the seven
categories tracked by ICMA. Costs are
inclusive of expected maintenance
and repair expenses, as well as
replacement purchases. In addition,
the model estimates downtime per
asset because that impacts service
levels of fleet customers. The model
defines service level expectations
by weighting the fleet impact on 38
different performance measures across
six departments. This sets a maximum
allowable downtime per asset class.
There are 105 individual lifecycle

cost strategies centered on different
replacement schedules. The model
then selects a strategy for each asset
class that returns the lowest cumulative
costs while still meeting the level of
service expectation. There is a “cost
optimization period” to define the
period over which costs should be
minimized because the model provides
the ability to minimize costs over a full
30-year period or at any other interval
during that time. A “confidence level”
setting is also built in to inform the
model of the level of data confidence
desired in the lifecycle cost runs. (See
diagram on page 48.)
A series of lifecycle costs runs were
developed for each of the 105 possible
strategies. These runs identify the total
count of assets in each class by year
of ownership, as well as estimating
the quantity to be replaced each year
www.apwa.net
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under every replacement strategy.
Maintenance and repair costs are
estimated from a five-year database
of more than 72,000 work orders.
That work order database returns an
expected amount of maintenance
and repair cost for each asset class in
each year of ownership. The expected
maintenance and repair costs are
then combined with the cost of asset
replacements, less the estimated
surplus value of disposed vehicles.
Kelly Blue Book (KBB) standards were
used to estimate surplus values. Those
standards are accelerated for police
vehicles, which generally have a much
shorter asset life than other pieces of
equipment.
The desired levels of service (LOS)
are selected by defining targets
for the 38 different performance
measures affected by fleet downtime.
September 2016
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Users may rate the impact on each
particular measure as “critical,”
“high,” “medium” or “low” impact.
Each designation carries a different
weighting of fleet downtime. The
model then estimates how any changes
in LOS may affect expected downtime
by asset class. Once a targeted
maximum downtime is developed
from the LOS inputs, the lifecycle cost
analysis automatically returns the
replacement strategy that carries the
lowest cost over the desired period that
does not exceed the targeted maximum
downtime.
The optimum replacement strategies
are linked to three separate outputs:
a 10-year fleet fund forecast; a 10year replacement schedule; and a
labor budget that shows the expected
number of work orders and hours
needed in each of the City’s five fleet
shops. The labor budget is affected by
the replacement strategies, which may
increase or decrease the number of
breakdowns and service calls received
in the future.

What criteria were used to evaluate
different strategies
There are a total of 170,859,375
potential strategies—the model
automatically selects the best one
based on the desired levels of service,
cost optimization period, and data
confidence level. With nearly 171
million potential outcomes, it was
important for us to identify a basket
of decision metrics through which we
could evaluate different runs of the
model.
Initially, there were five decision
metrics to quantify equipment
downtime, the aggregated service life,
and costs over the 30-year modeling
period. An efficiency metric was also
developed to combine the impact of
all three concepts into a single output.
After a review of the model by a local
50
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public finance professor, a sixth metric
reporting on present value costs was
also added.
• Downtime by Asset Class:
Median expected downtime over the
30-year modeling period.
• Years of Remaining Service
Life (RSL): Calculated for existing
assets by finding the average age less
the years of service, while future
assets are based on years between
replacements.
• Total Lifecycle Costs: All of the
maintenance, repair, replacement,
and surplus value impacts are
summed into a single 30-year
estimate of lifecycle costs.
• Cost Per Year of RSL: Divides the
total lifecycle costs by the years of
RSL to come up with the amount
the City would spend for each RSL
gained.
• Efficiency of Investment (EOI):
Measures the combined impact of
changes in downtime, RSL, and
lifecycle costs. (See EOI below.)
EOI =

Current Approach

((Total Lifecycle Costs / RSL) * Downtime)

• Total Discounted Costs: New
metric added as a result of a review
by the Director of Public Finance at
Wichita State University. Discounts
future net costs to a present value.

What were the results
Perhaps the most important result
is the reduction in $74 million in
long-term costs, which can be done
while still protecting existing levels of
service provided to fleet customers. The
predictive analytics in the model reveal
that downtime will not increase while
replacement intervals are extended;
and that the replacement extensions
can be done without resulting in
a significant spike in maintenance
and repair costs. Moving to such an
optimized strategy largely closed an
$88 million gap between available
budget and the expected costs for the
way the City fleet had been doing
business. Essentially, the funding
gap is nearly eliminated not with
adding new funding, but by deploying
predictive analytics to optimize our
fleet replacements.
Ben Nelson can be reached at (316) 2684356 or bnelson@wichita.gov.
/
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Modeled Scenario

((Total Lifecycle Costs / RSL) * Downtime)

Public Works Director

City Engineer

City of Austin, Texas

City of Belle Fourche,
South Dakota

For the nation’s best leaders in the public works field, a pinnacle career

We have a full-time employment

opportunity is available with the City of Austin, Texas. The City of Austin

opportunity available in the Center

is proud to have an award-winning Public Works Department that provides

of the Nation—the northern gateway

comprehensive public works services directly to its citizens and to other

to the beautiful Black Hills—in Belle

Austin departments. In addition to the core engineering and maintenance

Fourche, South Dakota. We are a
thriving and progressive community

operations, the Public Works Department also provides comprehensive

seeking the best individual to join our

capital projects delivery services, as well as a robust child safety program.

workforce. This position is appointed

Under the direction of the Assistant City Manager overseeing Infrastructure

by the Mayor and confirmed by City

Services, the Public Works Director is responsible for directing, planning,

Council. Wage depends on training

and providing leadership for the operations of the Public Works Department

and experience. We have an excellent

(which includes Engineering Services, Construction Inspection, Project

benefits package (see our web page

Management, Capital Improvement Project Delivery, Street and Bridge

for a full job description and benefits

Operations, Neighborhood Connectivity, and Shared Services), oversight

listing). Bachelor’s degree from a

of capital improvement projects on behalf of sponsor agencies, and

four-year college or university and

coordination and control of work performed in the City’s right-of-way.

two years related experience of

Additionally, the Public Works Director is a member of the City’s Emergency

combination equivalent of training/

Response Team. A bachelor’s degree with major coursework in civil

experience as deemed acceptable by

engineering or a related engineering concentration is required. A master’s

Mayor and Council. Plans, designs

degree is desired, and can substitute for two years of required experience.

and directs engineering projects such
as roads, airports, bridges, irrigation

Requires a minimum of ten years of related experience, with at least five years

systems, pipelines, landfill, parks

in a managerial capacity. A State of Texas Professional Engineer certification

and buildings, water/wastewater

is preferred, but is not required. The annual salary is commensurate with

treatment plants, responsible for the

experience. Placement within the approved salary range will be dependent

bidding of these projects. A full job

upon career experience and qualifications. This position is considered open

description, application form and

until filled with the first review of résumés to begin September 9, 2016. To be

benefits are located on our website at

considered, candidates must submit a compelling cover letter, comprehensive

www.bellefourche.org/employment

résumé, and three years of salary history via e-mail to apply@ralphandersen.

or at Belle Fourche City Hall at 511

com. Interested candidates should apply early in the process for optimum

Sixth Avenue, Belle Fourche, SD

consideration. Confidential inquiries are welcomed to Mr. Greg Nelson at

57717. Applications accepted until

(916) 630-4900 or to greg@ralphandersen.com.

position is filled. The City of Belle
Fourche is an Equal Opportunity
Employer.
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ASK ANN...

Q

“We’ve started having some
traffic issues and fender
benders with the new Pokémon Go
app. Don’t know who the brilliant
person was that designed such
an app but they certainly don’t
understand how it impacts traffic.
Any suggestions on how we might
deal with the issue?”

A

Several state departments of
transportation and the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) are pushing mini-campaigns
advising motorists to not Pokémon Go
and drive, much like those directed
to drinking and driving campaigns.
Multiple vehicle accidents have been
reported across the country since the
app launched a few weeks ago, and
such incidents have garnered enough
attention that these agencies felt the
need to act. The issue is compounded
more at this time of year, as it is the
prime season for road and bridge
construction and work zones are
prevalent across the country. NHTSA’s
message is “Don’t #PokemonGo
and drive. No catch is ever worth a
wreck.” I understand the Texas DOT
turned their “Don’t Pokémon Go
and Drive” effort into a campaign
contest on Facebook and received
some interesting submissions. Theirs
shows a grim reaper on the screen
with the statement “Don’t Pokémon
Go and Drive” #WeShouldn’tHave
ToTellYouThis. You could try
something like this on your Facebook
page or use other social media you
have in place to get the message out. A
52
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couple of links follow for your review:
http://blogsdir.cms.rrcdn.com/91/
files/201607/txdot2.jpbg
http://blogsdir.cms.rrcdn.com/91/
files/2016/07/txdot3.jpg
My daddy always said, “There’s no cure
for stupid” but sometimes as adults we
forget the consequences. Good luck.

Q

“Winter is coming and it seems
like we get hit every year with
news articles after the snow and ice
season ends that talk about all the
“wasted” and “excessive” overtime
our department racks up. We try to
do the very best we can at utilizing
only what is necessary but with the
kinds of winters we’ve had for the
past few years, we are lucky to see
our families all winter, much less
have time to spend with them. How
can we justify the needed overtime
to the news media?”

A

The news media often paints
overtime in the public sector as
abuse or bad management. Of course,
there will always be the one rotten
apple, such as one worker in Boston
who received $171,000 in overtime last
year that pushed his salary north of
$300,000. I don’t know about you, but
sign me up!
We all realize this is an extreme case
but it gives the public sector employees
a bad name. We have all likely heard
about instances of so-called “pension
spiking” used in some places to
dramatically increase an employee’s
retirement wages. Since retirement

/
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pay is frequently based on a person’s
last few years of work, boosting their
overtime toward the end of their
employed life can yield a much more
comfortable retirement. There is
definitely a difference between “good”
overtime and “bad” overtime. Good
overtime can usually be anticipated by
budgeters—even if it’s difficult to do so
precisely. For instance, they can predict
a certain number of sick days and plan
for overtime when they occur. It’s the
unplanned overtime that’s typically
what you tend to see in the paper.
Good overtime is what we all do—
during snow and ice seasons, flooding,
tornados, wind storms, forest fires.
Obviously more manpower is going
to be needed to run the snowplows
or clear the roads or fill sandbags or
clean up untold amounts of debris. The
overtime in these situations is likely to
be more cost effective than hiring fulltime employees due to the increased
benefits and training, while there may
not really be a need for new full-time
staff.
Overtime can create safety problems
for public workers and citizens using
their services. How safe would it be to
have a snowplow operator working
sixteen-hour shifts at the same hourly
rate as a part-time employee, but the
part-timer would be better rested and
less likely to be involved in an accident.
We all know there are legal limitations
to how long we can keep our people on
shift and we try to honor those. It’s a
little harder to do if you are small and
have limited staff to draw from. There’s

also the quality of work/life issue. A
recent report showed that “agencies
where more employees are using
overtime are more likely to have lower
employee engagement scores.” There’s
little time to relax, unwind, and enjoy
life. But, we are all aware that there are
some employees who regard overtime
as a privilege that helps enhance their
paychecks. That’s why it’s important
to make sure those hours are doled out
fairly. Technology can help with that.
Whatever you do, be open about it. Be
fair to the employees for health and
safety matters, as well as sharing the
overtime. It’s always been an issue but
with the news media so much more in
the moment, it’s become a larger issue.
Monitor it well.

Q

“Last year at the old Congress,
you were celebrating that
APWA had reached 100 Accredited

agencies. Almost a year has gone
by and I’m wondering if the growth
is still increasing. Is the program
continuing to grow?”

A

By leaps and bounds! Our total
number of Accredited agencies
now is 114 and will be 116 by the time
we reach the new PWX. More and
more agencies have signed contracts
and are working through the process.
Chapters and branches are sponsoring
workshops on Accreditation as a
benefit to their members and they are
being very successful. The recognition
of Accreditation is becoming a definite
benefit for public works departments in
all shapes and forms, as well as for the
city/county/township. One township
Administrator shared how having
Public Works Accredited was a major
selling point to economic development
in his community since it indicates

the department has been nationally
recognized for being well-organized,
managed and operated. If your agency
has gotten on board, jump on. It’s a
great ride with great success! Give me
a call at (816) 332-0488 or e-mail me at
adaniels@apwa.net and I’ll share the
good news and all the information you
could ever want to hear! It’s definitely
“The Mark of Professionalism” so join
the growing movement.

Ask Ann...
Please address all inquiries to:
Ann Daniels
APWA Director of Accreditation
APWA
1200 Main Street, Suite 1400
Kansas City, MO 64105-2100
Fax questions to: (816) 472-1610
E-mail: adaniels@apwa.net

A SUSTAINABILITY RATING SYSTEM FOR CIVIL INFRASTRUCTURE

ENVISION

®

Over 800 of the more than 3000 Envision Sustainability Professionals
are public sector professionals representing nearly 200 public agencies.
Are you an Envision Sustainability Professional?
www.sustainableinfrastructure.org
www.apwa.net
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ADVERTORIAL
The City of Beverly Hills chooses Lytx, Inc. to provide
the City with the DriveCam Program Solution
Craig Crowder
Fleet Manager
City of Beverly Hills, California

T

“

Lytx protects

drivers in more than
1,300 commercial
and government
fleets worldwide who
drive billions of miles

”

annually.

he City of Beverly Hills owns
and operates a fleet consisting
of approximately 400 vehicles
and equipment that are exposed
to a variety of risks on a daily basis.
Through a joint collaboration with
Fleet Services, Parking Enforcement,
Risk Management and Solid Waste,
Public Works Services entered into a
pilot program for non-safety vehicles
with Lytx for the express purpose of
reducing risks associated with driver
behavior.
The Lytx DriveCam Program solution
leverages the company’s Lytx Engine
technology and Lytx Insights program
to help clients prevent collisions and
reduce fuel costs by improving the
way people drive. The Lytx DriveCam
solution addresses the causes of poor
driving by combining data and video
analytics with real-time driver feedback
and coaching, resulting in reductions
in collision-related costs and fuel
consumption. Lytx protects drivers
in more than 1,300 commercial and
government fleets worldwide who
drive billions of miles annually.
Lytx utilizes best-of-breed technology
and business process partners in order
to achieve operational efficiency and
scale. Lytx’s focus as a company, and its
commitment to its customers, centers
on three cornerstones:

A. The DriveCam Program Reduces
Risky Driving
A recent study sponsored by the Federal
Motor Carrier Safety Administration
(FMCSA) found that the DriveCam
Program reduced risky driving by more
54
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than 50% in fleets participating in the
study.

B. The DriveCam Program Reduces
Collisions and Protects Against
Fraudulent Claims
There’s a traffic collision in the U.S.
every five seconds—and the total
cost of collisions exceeds $300 billion
annually. The DriveCam Program
identifies why accidents happen using
its patented video event recorder that
captures and, through coaching, helps
correct risky driving behavior before
it leads to a collision. In the event that
a collision does occur, the DriveCam
Program provides irrefutable evidence
of what happened before and after
the incident. This information is
immediately available to determine
responsibility, which allows clients to
resolve their issues in a timely manner.

C. The DriveCam Program Reduces
Fuel Consumption and Maintenance
Costs
With continuous real-time in-cab
feedback, drivers reduce their sudden
accelerations and sudden braking—
resulting in more efficient driving that
reduces fuel and maintenance costs.
Fleets using the DriveCam Program
service have seen reductions in fuel
costs up to 12%—an immediate and
major return on investment.
With the DriveCam program, the
City has the ability to change driver
behavior for the good of the city. As
demonstrated during the pilot program
from November 2013–January 2014,
the City saw a 17% reduction in traffic
violations, 23% reduction in cell phone

use violations, 51% improvement in
following too close, 49% improvement
in seatbelt use, and 38% improvement
in collisions. Five of the riskiest drivers
represented 45% of the risk to the City
during the pilot program and 3 out of
5 of those drivers improved 75% on
average during the same time period.
This shows that drivers responded to
the coaching process. By partnering
with Lytx, the City will receive the key
elements needed to improve driver
behavior which can directly reduce the
City’s overall risk profile and lead to
direct cost savings.

Recognizing Safe Drivers
During the trial, the City used the
DriveCam program to identify its safe
employees based on analytics and
results over a five-month time period.
As a result, the City recognized its
safest drivers at a Driver Recognition
Breakfast held January 8, 2014, with
Solid Waste and Parking Services. As a
partner, Lytx will continue to support
recognizing the City’s safe drivers,
as best practice, to support the City’s
overall safety culture and continuous
improvement in safety practices across
Public Works.

Power of Video
With video, the City will have evidence
in cases where the driver is not at fault.
Lytx clients and drivers agree that
when collisions occur, costly lawsuits
often follow. Video evidence has
proven to minimize these instances,
saving time and resources commonly
used to reconstruct the events and
dispute the issues. Regardless of fault,
video provides an accurate account
of what really happened—enabling
the City to quickly resolve the issue
with facts. Video effectively captures
risky behavior for coaching and
improvement.

Fleet Tracking Solution
This service gives managers a realtime view of fleet operations, helping

to ensure compliance and improve
productivity, and there’s no need for
additional in-cab equipment, extra
peripherals, or extra software. The
GPS Fleet Tracking Solution can be
made available with a turn of a switch.
Features include the following:

Continuous Improvement –
Quarterly Program Reviews

• Real-time status: A map that updates
virtually in real time helps you
know where your vehicles are at all
times, and what’s happening with
them. With this data, you can make
real-time decisions to facilitate
deployment efficiencies and reduce
response periods.
• Trip-history: Monitor driver
compliance and identify trends
that could be affecting your fleet’s
efficiency.
• GeoFence: Track vehicle activity and
monitor your assets. Geofencing
lets you set custom boundaries to
monitor the activity of vehicles
within a specific geographic
area. This can help you maintain
operational compliance and fleet
productivity.

The Lytx quarterly program review
focuses on a quick summary of
program performance, internal and
external benchmarks on performance
and improvement rates, collision
and exoneration analysis, analytics
surrounding the riskiest drivers
and riskiest root-cause behaviors,
and recommendations for focus
and improvement. Supporting that
improvement, the Lytx program
delivery team helps the City program
management team by bringing best
practice processes, templates and ideas
learned over time and assisting in
mapping those best practices into the
City culture and structure.
The City looks forward to reducing
its risk portfolio as well as a reduction
in fuel costs through monitoring and
improving risky driver behavior in its
partnership with Lytx, Inc. and the
DriveCam Program Solution.
Craig Crowder can be reached at (310)
285-2484 or ccrowder@beverlyhills.org.

APWA Executive Director Scott Grayson visits
ACEC headquarters

On July 26, APWA Executive Director Scott Grayson (right) and American Council of Engineering
Companies President/CEO Dave Raymond discussed industry issues at ACEC's headquarters
offices in Washington, DC.

www.apwa.net
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MARKETPLACE
Products in the News

SNO-FLO: Snow & Ice Anti-Stick Coating
SNO-FLO
is a new
anti-stick
coating that
makes the
job easier for
public works
departments
when
removing
snow from downtown areas. SNO-FLO prevents high
moisture content snow from sticking to your truck beds
and loader buckets so it slides right out when you get to
the dumpsite. No more costly delays caused by manually
removing the snow from your truck bed! Apply SNOFLO in seconds with our 25-gallon or 60-gallon powered
sprayers. No mixing. Call 1-800-688-6221 or visit www.
rhomar.com.

INSIGHT: Fully integrated connectivity platform
from Hino Trucks
At Hino, we
are completely
committed
to provide a
total support
experience to
our customers.
The cornerstone
of this
commitment is INSIGHT, our fully integrated connectivity
platform, which is standard fit equipment for our 17MY
vehicle lineup. INSIGHT Telematics powered by Telogis gives
fleet managers actionable feedback in pursuit of optimal
fleet efficiency. INSIGHT Remote Diagnostics and Case
Management will enable service techs to assess any issues
much more quickly and streamline the communication
process between the dealer and their customer, which
directly translates to less downtime. For more information,
please visit www.hino.com.
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Stop, drop and load with Advance
Metalworking’s 16,000 lb Capacity Lo Riser
Inclining Platform Trailer
The Lo Riser
trailer
hydraulically
lowers the
platform to
ground height
with the flip of
a switch. The
built-in ramp
then allows smooth, drive-on access without any crown
point to fight for quickly loading or unloading cargo or
equipment. The simple operation, unique flexibility
and enhanced safety easily allow one person to load and
transport cargo. For added versatility, the four-position ball
hitch allows the Lo Riser to adjust to various vehicle heights.
Other features include a 4-degree minimum angle on the
built-in ramp, a 19,725-pound GVWR and a four-to-one
payload-to-trailer weight ratio. For more information, call
800-369-5365 or visit www.advancemetalworking.com.

Reliability and accuracy matters with Surface
Patrol
Know the
surface of the
roadways as you
drive. Vaisala
Surface Patrol
measures
pavement
and air
temperature constantly as you travel your roads and
bridges in your community. Designed specifically for mobile
measurements unlike infrared guns, and designed to last
year after year. The Surface Patrol offers the greatest accuracy
and reliability available to you. The device is flexible and
easy to install, and can be calibrated in a few minutes
ensuring it is there to help you make the best decisions.
Contact Jon Tarleton at jon.tarleton@vaisala.com.

ClearSpan unveils the new Commodity HD
Building
ClearSpan,
the industryleader
in fabric
building
solutions,
has unveiled
its brand new
structure, the
Commodity HD Building. The structure features an open
side that simplifies bulk and aggregate storage. The new
design is ideal for municipalities, bulk supply, construction
and more, due to the open side that provides easy access for
multiple vehicles. This design also allows for the structure
to be broken down into separate storage bays, making it
easy to keep aggregate materials separate. The Commodity
HD Building offers maximum clearance, enabling large
equipment to be easily operated within the structure.
ClearSpan Commodity HD Buildings come with industryleading warranties, which include 50 years on the frame
and 20 years on the cover. For more information, please visit
www.clearspan.com or call 1-866-643-1010.

Snow Common Operational Picture application
from Esri

The ultimate goal is achieving operational awareness in
real time. Being able to understand your operations as they
happen allows you to increase efficiency and your response
time. Esri developed the Snow Common Operational
Picture (SnowCOP) application to monitor snow event
responses and help coordinate current vehicle locations
to citizen complaints in real time. With SnowCOP, your
department is able to merge live weather streams, traffic
conditions, and automated vehicle location (AVL) feeds to
further your understanding and awareness of all the snow
response activities your staff is carrying out. Maximizing
resources and activities is easy when you can visualize
all your moving parts in a common viewer. For more
information, please visit www.esri.com/snowsolutions.

Derive Efficiency

At Derive Efficiency we work with our customers to
engineer a solution that fits their fleet needs. Our software
modifies vehicle calibrations responsible for the operation of
the engine and transmission in today’s highly computerized
vehicles, to optimize vehicles to meet the specific needs of a
fleet. This might include altering the speed limiter, changing
the idle RPM, moderating the speed of acceleration, or
thousands of other functions. Proven Fuel Facts: up to
12% increased fuel economy; 10-30% reduction in idle
fuel consumption; fuel gains independently lab tested and
verified; 50 state emissions legal; reduces your company’s
carbon footprint; prevents premature vehicle wear and
prolongs the vehicles life cycle. For more information, please
call (866) 688-3048 or visit www.derivesystems.com.

CINTEC America provides anchoring systems for
NYC MTA subway station retrofit project
CINTEC America, a world leader in the field of
structural masonry retrofit strengthening, repair,
and preservation, has announced that after extensive
site testing and evaluation it will supply a new anchoring
system for the
overhead glass
fiber reinforced
concrete (GFRC)
panels for the
NYC MTA
subway station
retrofit project
for station
platforms at
168th station
and 181st
station. The NYC MTA subway station retrofit project is
aimed at providing overhead support for the GRFC panels
used for the underground suspended dome ceiling. Live
onsite testing validated the strength and effectiveness of the
anchors, which now support the over 2,000 pound ceiling
panels firmly in place. For more information, call 1-800-3636066 or visit www.cintec.com.
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PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY
POT HOLE PROBLEMS?

Post Pulling
Made Easy!

Trial Offer:
transpo.com/Bondade.html

BONDADE
Improve Bond with
No Mess, No Smell

• Fast, easy, safe
sign post pulling
• Lightweight,
powerful all
steel construction
• Increase efficiency
& reduce costs
• Pulls U channel,
square & round posts

800-321-7870
Email: info@transpo.com

Construction Accessories, Inc.
937.429.9089 • Sales@JackJaw.com
www.jackjaw.com
Dealer Inquiries Welcome

CA Public Works 2.125x3 Ad_F.indd 1

CULVERT REHAB
Dig and replace
has been replaced.

3/15/12 5:36 PM

Easier. Faster. Safer.

1-800-CULVERT
www.culvert-rehab.com

CFA Software

Fleet Maintenance & Inventory Control Software

Why CFA

Optimize Fleet Productivity Software?


Over 45 Years
Experience

Automate PM Tracking



Superior Product
Support

Increase Warranty Recovery



Low TCO

Analyze Life-Cycle Costs & Trends



Implementation
Assistance FREE



Evaluate & Improve Fuel Economy








Mechanic-Friendly ShopFloor for
ROs & Time Capture
Manage Service Requests with
e-Service Request

Call for Demo
800.437.6001
CFASoftware.com

John Bosman, AIA, ALA, LEED AP
(847) 395-6800
Public Works
Construction Management Specialists
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THE EASIEST
WAY TO BUILD

Find your

EX
FACTOR.

PRECAST CONCRETE BUILDINGS
VERSATILE • DURABLE • SECURE

EASISETBUILDINGS.COM
866.252.8210

Easi-Set Buildings APWA db. sq. marketplace ad 2016.indd
12/4/2015
1 11:00:51 AM

Custom Built Trucks • Palletized Units
Self Propelled & Walk Behind Stripers

712.737.4016 • 800.373.4016
sales@ezliner.com • www.ezliner.com

Manufacturer of Heat Activated Asphalt Patch
(H.A.A.P)
& Asphalt Repair Systems
732-922-9290 www.appliquetech.com

PLOWS. SPREADERS. BODIES. TRAILERS. ROAD DRAGS.

www.bonnell.com 1385 Franklin Grove Rd.
800-851-9664
Dixon, IL 61021

3029 Lincoln Ave, Richmond, VA 23228 • 1-800-296-6050 • korman@kormansigns.com

Don’t miss this
chance…
…to advertise in the APWA Reporter’s
2016 PWX in Print issue!

AMERICAN PUBLIC WORKS ASSOCIATION • OCTOBER 2013 • www.apwa.net
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By advertising in the APWA Reporter, news of your equipment, product
or service will be sent to more than 29,000 APWA members, most of whom
are key decision makers in their agencies.
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So, don’t miss this opportunity to advertise in the November "2016 PWX in
Print" issue which covers the highlights of APWA's Public Works Expo
in Minneapolis.
The deadline to reserve your space is October 10; the materials are due by
October 12. Bonus: Advertise and we’ll give you a free listing in our
“Products in the News” column!

Call Fox Associates at (800) 440-0231

www.apwa.net
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WORLD OF PUBLIC WORKS CALENDAR
UPCOMING APWA EVENTS

PWX
2017		Aug. 27-30		 Orlando, FL
2018		Aug. 26-29		 Kansas City, MO
For more information, contact David Dancy at
(800) 848-APWA or send e-mail to ddancy@apwa.net.

National Ground Water Association, Connecting the
Dots…Groundwater, Surface Water, and Climate
Connections in the Northwest, Portland, OR,
www.ngwa.org

14-15 American Association of Port Authorities, 2016 AAPA
Annual Convention and Expo, Vancouver, British
Columbia, (703) 684-5700, www.aapa-ports.org
19-22 APWA: CSM, CPII and CPFP Certification Exams
(computer-based testing), (800) 848-APWA,
www.apwa.net

OCTOBER 2016
4-5

North American Snow Conference
2017 April 23-26		
Des Moines, IA
For more information, contact Brenda Shaver at (800) 848APWA or send e-mail to bshaver@apwa.net.
5-7

SEPTEMBER 2016
8-9

National Public Works Week: May 21-27, 2017
Always the third full week in May. For more information,
contact David Dancy at (800) 848-APWA or send e-mail to
ddancy@apwa.net.

9th Annual WaterSmart Innovations Conference and
Exposition, Las Vegas, NV,
www.WaterSmartInnovations.com

19-22 American Council of Engineering Companies, 2016
Fall Conference, Colorado Springs, CO, www.acec.org

NOVEMBER 2016
9-10 Waste & Recycling Expo Canada; Municipal Equipment
Expo Canada, Toronto, ON,
www.reg.conexsys.com/waste16?cc=MCE1
14-17 APWA: CSM, CPII and CPFP Certification Exams
(computer-based testing), (800) 848-APWA,
www.apwa.net

Midwest Energy Policy Conference, St. Louis, MO,
(573) 341-6222, www.lauferenergy.mst.edu

INDEX OF ADVERTISERS

When you contact an advertiser regarding a product, please tell them you saw their
ad in the APWA Reporter. Thanks! – The Editor
Legend: IFC = Inside Front Cover; IBC = Inside Back Cover; BC = Back Cover
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EZ-Liner Industries, p. 59
www.ezliner.com
Government Fleet Expo &
Conference, p. 21
www.GovFleetExpo.com

Professional Pavement Products,
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www.pppcatalog.com
RHOMAR Industries, Inc., p. 27
www.rhomar.com
Schwarze Industries, p. 59
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www.sdlgna.com

GVM Snow Equipment, p. 58
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Henderson Manufacturing, p. 24
www.hendersonproducts.com

Trackless Vehicles LTD, p. 9
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Transpo Industries, Inc., p. 58
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TYMCO International LTD, p. 39
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United Rentals, p. BC
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POWERON.

From the moment you take delivery of a Hino INSIGHT equipped
connected vehicle, you’re on the road to more uptime and lower
operating costs. Hino INSIGHT combines Telematics, Remote
Diagnostics and Case Management in an industry first platform
that puts critical vehicle and driver management tools at your
fingertips. Ask for a demo or visit hino.com to see how INSIGHT
will put you ahead of the game.

HINO.COM

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
IS HERE: HINO INSIGHT.

To help you do your job,
we’re ready to do ours.
Aerial
Earthmoving
Material Handling

Whether your jobsite is above ground or below, United Rentals
is ready with the equipment, tools and training you need,
backed by a team of industry experts ready to help you get the
job done. Put our team to work for you. We’re here to help.

Pumps
Power & HVAC
Trench Safety
Tools
Technology

UnitedRentals.com | 800.UR.RENTS

© 2016 United Rentals, Inc.

